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SmtMARY
The history of curare, its production, the botanical sources and biologically- 
active constituents of the various curares are reviewed. The derivation of the 
structure of curine and tubocurarine is discussed together with the total synthesis 
of (i)-tubocurarine by Tolkachev, Voronin and Preobrazhenskii.
The pharmacological role of acetylcholine related to nerve impulse 
transmission at the neuromuscular junction, and the action of depolarizing 
neuromuscular blocking agents are briefly reviewed. The use of neuromuscular 
blocking agents in surgery and the compounds employed in practice are discussed. 
Structure-action relationships between tubocurarine, its isomers and certain of 
their derivatives are examined and the marked differences in potency noted.
An experimental approach to the determination of the absolute configuration 
of (+)-tubocurarine has been examined. The method, based on the measurement of 
optical rotations of benzyltetrahydroisoquinoline compounds in solvents of 
increasing polarity, required the cleavage of the bisbenzyltetrahydroisoquinoline 
molecule of (+)-tubocurarine into its constituent benzyltetrahydroisoquinoline 
moieties. Attempts to convert (+)-0.0-dimethyltubocurarine iodide, required 
for this purpose, to (+)-0,0-dimethyltubocurine with lithium aluminium hydi'ide 
were unsuccessful. N-Deallcylation of the quaternary iodide with ethanolaraine, 
however, yielded the required product in 58^ yield. jg-De allc/1 at ion of 
(+)-tubocurarine chloride with ethanolamine similarly yielded the tertiary base 
(+)-tubocurine in high yield. Successful conversion of the resulting (+)- 
tubocurine to (■i-)-£,£-dimethyltuboourine by treatment with excess diazomethane 
and subsequent méthylation to the corresponding tubocurarine derivatives 
provided evidence that dealkylation proceeds without racémisation.
-  2  -
Examination of methods for the cleavage of (+) -0, 0^-dimethyltubocurine 
with sodium and liquid ammonia, which in the closely related (-)-0,0-dimethyl 
-curine is reported to yield (-)-O-methylamepavlne and (-)-N-methylcoclauri] 
in benzene-toluene and (-)-0-methylarmepavine,(-)-N-methylcoclaurine and (-) 
-laudanidine in dioxan, led to the isolation of two non-phenolic and 
three phenolic compounds. Separation of the reaction products on alumina 
columns resulted in the identification of starting material from the non- 
phenolic fraction, and (-)-laudanidine and (+)-g-methylcoclaurine 
from the phenolic fraction, implying that the course of the reaction is 
not influenced by solvent, but merely facilitated by the presence 
of methoxyl substituents ortho to the phenolic ether undergoing cleavage, 
in accordance with the observations of Tomita. Sodium and liquid ammonia 
fission of phaeanthine revealed evidence of fission on both sides of 
the phenolic ether linkage in further support of these conclusions.
Optical rotation measurements on (f)-N-methylcoclaurine and (-)-laudanidine 
in different solvents confirmed the hypothesis of Tomita who in 1962 deduced 
absolute configuration at both optical centres of the tubocurarine molecule.
(-)-0,0-Dimethylcurine was similarly produced by the action of diazometh 
on curine. The four tertiary bases, (t)-tubocurine, (t)-0,0-dimethyltubocuri 
(-)-curine and (-)-0,0-dimethylcurine were treated with a series of alkyl 
halides to produce their respective series of quaternary halides.
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I e A a
1INTROmOTIOm
Ou r a M p  the so-oalled deaths Is a dart or arro^ poison
prepared by the South American Indiana in the primeval forests of 
th© upper Amason and upper Orinoco baaina* The preparation of 
our are was the monopoly of only a fmv trlbea sine© th© raw mat@rS.ale 
w©r© found In only limited areas of the Amazonian hileiBo In 
oonaequeno® ourare rapreaentod a aouroe of wealth to th© mmnufaoturi. 
tribe and its prooeaaea of manufaotur© wore shrouded in ritual and
Th© final product- la a dark browng, gummy' deoootion; the aetua 
oonstltuenta including the toxic prinoiplaa vary oonaiderably froBi 
area to area of t W  region from whleh th# material is oollêoted 
depending upon tli© plant soure© used in the preparation* On th© 
on® hand trees of the genua Stryotooa  ^supply moat of the toxic 
material for mom® eurares whereas Meniaparmaeooua plants mr# mainly 
involved in the otherso
The primary u b ® of ourar® was in the hunting of small mammals 
(monkeys ato*) which die by respiratory paralyala leaving the moat 
untaintedo The dart points are treated with ouraro and fired 
through m blow^pip© ©ailed a @arabatanao The effectiv© distance 
and aoeuraoy of the blow-plp® was dependent on its lengthy the 
longer the pipe the more effective it was* The dart could be 
fired with accuracy up to a distance of 45 metre# * Although 
seldom used for war purposes arrows and spears were oeoaalcKlly 
treated in the amm© way aa the darts*
Despite the obvious amlgerous potential of curare it©
infrequent use as an instrument of war springs from the supers tit 1 
of the people of the region who believed that curare had been 
given to them by their spirits for hunting and if used In warfare 
the Curare would lose its potency* If the potency was lost they 
could not hunt and starvation would ensue* At present curare and 
the sarabatana are fast disappearing with the advance of modern 
civilisation which has infiltrated into tribal hunting areas* 
Traditional patterns of hunting and warfare have been abandoned 
and the weapons which made use of curare rendered obsolete*
Originally three main varieties of curare were recognised in 
<i©nirierc6o The containers in which they were exported were at 
one time deemed diagnostic of the typeg now recognised as no longai 
being a satisfactory method of elassifieationo These varieties 
wares
lo Calabash or Gourd Curare ;
2o Pot Curarej
3o Tub© Curare*
1* Calabash Curare*
The main 'sources of calabash curares are different species of 
Strjctooa trees9 a"wide variety of which are used to produce this
curare but notably S* toxifera^ 8* melinonianap S* mltsoher11ehl1
1and So guianenslBo
Systematic investigations of the alkaloids ,of C^-cürare were 
initiated in 193? by E* Wieland and his co-workers who showed that 
alkaloids similar to those isolated from G--curare were present in
^ G:sGalabash
5 = toxifarao A later lnv©etIgatlom ©f So toxlfera In 1949 by 
King corroborated the resultso
About seventy alkaloids have s© far been Isolated from 
G-curares and Strychnos species b u t  the structures o f  only 
a o o u n t -thirtv o f  these have be<%ielucidated, The 'majority are 
Indole derivatives' which may be correlated by their ultraviolet 
absorption spectra with on© ©f several related chromophore# 
including Indollne (I), methylene Indolena (II)  ^ Indole(III)  ^
oxlndole (IV)  ^ H-acyllndol© ( V ) - Indo^yl (VI), and 
B^carbollnlim Ion (VII)o , '
t
J
J E2^2!0
r th© complex mixture of alk from samples
of calabash ourar© or from So tozlfora plant® was effected by 
Imtenelvo fractionation Involving repeated clwomatography on
loao or alumlnmo The oomiplexlty of the , problem of Isolation 
from the demonstration by Sohmld^Kebrle and Karrer 
of 41 alkaloids in a @Ingle sample of calabash curare from the
Amazon baalno A almgl© plant Sc toxlfera was shown by Battersby.
B
11 to e< at least dO q
Karrerg Schmid^ AamlSg BVehlig Gleabrechtg Kebrle^ Meyer and 
aer from paper chromatographic and other evidence deduced that th
0 =« moao—qumternarv and
-quaternary a had a .isxp
relatively low toxicity and little pharmacological activity whereas 
the latter had low Rp value® and much greater activityo
Originally all the alkaloids were considered to - contain 19-03: 
carbon, atom© but Emrrer at al« deduced from investigationsKt±T=a ^ j
ial quaternisation of norcurine (VIII) tha 
some cames the molecular weight© were much higher than that
quaternary g:g S' g 4 g,5 gp.
includes th© Imi^rtmt alkaloids G-curarine ï ( H fE-Ej^H) ‘
;o%lfer: toziferln® I ( 
contained 58 ==42 carbon atom® and four nitrogen 
om-quaternmry group 19=21 carbon atoms and two nitrogen atoms o
%.. ^
(IX A)
Pot
Thl8 type of e%raM #a@ flr@t inventigmt@d fOE? ehemieal
D fî)
qoamtltwnte by B'whner"" In 1B6B bnt h@ %ra^  wabl® W  e%=y8tmlll;se
the aetlv® p%»lnolpl@8o In the letter pert of the 19th eenWry
11Boehm reImr©atIgated pot ourar© amd Isolated the two
eryetallin® bases protoomrlme and prôtDomrldlme o 
1PKing'-" In 1 % 7  published his imveatlgatloms in whioh he 
stated that th® pot enrare mmder examinâtlorn contained mmmy 
elkeloidmg two of Alohglaoneoprotoewldin© (%p
miil protô©uridin®^ (X ^ I w©s^ a obtained isi m
The latter was idemtioal to prot©onridim@> 
bases wer©
M#
1.1 5foriimla by belmg deubl© that pr@'^ioualy
#ugg@^ted by Boehmo King farther @agg®0t®d that th@ alkaloid©
# baaod on a bi^bengyltetrehydroiaoqainolln© atruetur© formed 
th© h©ad=t@"tall eouplimg of t w  noreoalawin© (XI^ )
Hi 0.
The'early belief - that all,curares wer# eol©ly derived from 
various 8p0@i@8 of Strvehws waa h a M  until 10BB whan 8 p % h p  
Ii^ itha and Ladeek^'^ and than latar in 1955 Klng^^ eiWd
8 as m possible aouro© of th© drugo The 
f th® pot eurar® investigated by Klng^^ would 
from th© ehomloal oonatituenta laolat@dg appear to b# derived fro!g
M©nisp0ma©@©us rather than fmmthe Stry©îasi@e gesiuig a fa©t
,® later on
tube eurmre in that the
harao
important alkaloids had 
end their atruoturea e!
fjs.torj of
isolated and
©their botanical soure©' eould be oredlbly 'establlmhedp Th© 
alkaleid® referred te are the bases ©urine (%IIg 
©hondoeurlii© (XII ^ R%^Hg Rg^Me) amd Isoehondodendrlm# (XIII). a 
with the quaternary baaea tubpourarlm© (XlVg  ^ Ro
and ehoadDGurarlD.© (XIVpR.g^R^^Bg -
OR
The only known souroe of the bases until about 56 years ago 
was the Brazilian drug radix parelrae bra^ v'aeo In a reaporalaalrn\cr;r=f:r=«t=a= a jr ;4MT=a%T*-«=&p=fUJL^iA:.:j.rTt3i'
of a botanleal ' review by PI anbury  ^ D©il©'^^ expressed the view 
that par©ira brava was the root of the Brazilian apeoieaC=ÆSaT;«tS=5t»-*CSÏI> ' *“
Ghondodendron platyphyllum (Mler8 )o This waa later reaffirmed
by Krukoff and Moldenke^^ who Included Gh. mlerMhyIIma (Elehlc }
Moldexik© as an additional source, A ehemieal examination of
the z'^ oots and other parts of the two a pee lea by King^^ Izi 1940
eonfirmed thia content1ono Both apool©a contained isoehoado^
û0TiÛrîAW ('1ÎÏI) but in addition Oh@ Bla.ty ph jl I am g a w  ( «=) -^ourlm®
(iCIIs R,9a#e 0 Rm^H) whereas Gh, microphyllum yielded the dmetro-
enantiomorpho The only other material'to have yielded (-)-
©urine up to the time of King was tub© curar© from which In 189?
11
Boehm" had Isolated (<=)^ curine along with a quaternary
amorphous bas# o
Klng^^ succeeded In 19SS in isolating the quaternary alkaloid 
(-f)-tubocurarine^ the active principle of tube curar©^ In 
crystalline form amd fwther d#momstrate# the close stractural 
similarity between it and curine a This fact made it extremely 
probable that the toxic botanical ingredient of tube eurar© was 
a Menispermaceous species of the genua Chond®d©ndr@no Cho 
tomgntgaum was confirmed as the main source of the active 
constituents of tube curare when Wisit©rst©ia©r and Dutcher^^ 
iaolated (4- )-= tubo curarine from authenticated stems of GhorU-i^rTr^r^ij
tomentoaum together with the alkaloids (-)»eurlne^ |4)“ 
laochondodendrine and Its dime thy let her ^ ( 4) «^chondo curine ' and 
(-t-)^chondocurarineo With the exception of )=ieococlaurine
Chondodendron alkaloids are derived from a biabengylte trahvdro^»
Isoqulnolin® skeleton formed by the head'=to«tBll coupling of two 
©OGlaurine-type unlteptv). In (4')c=,l8oehondod@ndrln8 (3ŒII)
(XV)
("^)==prQtocuridin@ (Xp and iaoneoprotoouridine
(%g R^iaR^æMe) the two ether linkages form a oentreaymmetr^c
system whereas In curine (MI g> R^®M©p  ^ chondoeurin® (fiSg,
Rg^Me ) p tuboeurarin© (XI?g,  ^ nhondoourarin©
(XT?g the ether bridges linking the two eoclaurln#
structures are unaymmetricalc
An Interesting,comparison la provided by the alkaloids of 
certain other Menlspermaoeoua plants In that two other poasibllitim 
of the araang©m©nt of the diaryl ethe%= ar® given on the one hand by 
i80tetrmndrin@p berbamineg tetrandrin© and phaeanthine (Table 1) 
and on the other hand by oxyacanthlnep repandinOp armolineg 
da piano line and daphnandrin© (Table II )«
11
m / 1 %  m;
T A D Jj t: ICKKm=fp3I%&*l%fZ'K'^
STmiCTOEFv XVI
I'@o te traad r in® Me me
Me Me
Tetrandrin© Me Me Me
Phaeanthine Me Me
T A B L E  II
WITBOlîïM)
Osgraoanthln®
Hepandin© 
A m o  line 
Baphnolin© 
Daptoandrlne
H1
Me
H
H
H
eMT0OTE XVII
R.
ÏÏ
Î!
H H
H
.though mot eonstitaenta' of curare g quaternary derivatives
of these elkalolde do have appreeiahle curariform activity o
The main architects in the elucidation of th© structures of the
tetrandrIne and groups of alkaloids (Tables I and II)
were Tomita and hi© coworker© o . Sodium and liquid ammonia
cleaved the diaryl ether linkages of these alkaloids to produo#
a phenolic and a norwplienolie fragment corresponding to the two
halve© of the molecule« Thus9 for example * tetrandrine (XVIIp
) on reductive flesion yielded g-methjlcoelaurine
iXVlDg R%s=Me) and thylarmepavine (XYIA^ 0
Examination of the products of fleeion and of the relative
positions of the suhstituenta on the phenolic and non«=ph@nollc
moieties permitted an unequivocal assignment of structure to
these substanceSo
The elucidation of tte atrueturc of isoehondodenârin© (Xflll)
warn accomplished by ?aItls^ Wrami and Kuhae^^ in 1932 and
correlated with the two bases isolated from pot ourara
pro to cur Id ine (ZÏX) and neoprotocuridine^asd by King when he
demonstrated the identity of the d 1 me thy 1 e ther of (+)=»protiD^
curldlne (X^ with O-^dimathylieechonclodendrlM
(XVIIIA)o difference in the two native alkaloids was in the
relative positioning of the mebhoxyl and hydroxyl groupe attached
at positions 6 and 7 and at 5 and 7 o On the baala of a
positive Ml lion reaction both alkaloids have a free hydroxyl group
/ '
at the 7 and 7 positions« The most probable, structure of 
iMehondûdenirine is (Hrill) in which case pro to c ur Id ine must be
on
OH
DM®
om
BO
OEM©
(%I%) o I Bome © pro teear Id Ime (XI) wae related yla a common 
«legmdation pr@iu©t to 1 aochond od end rim® (Xlfllï) aad doea not 
glv© a poaitlTC Billon© r©aetion« It therefore followed that heth 
it© h^ro%3rl group# are In the 5 and 6^ poaltion^ a© In (XX)o
Lai
th© ampirleal formula 
la 195^ aimggagted
f©ia
XXI )o H o M v a r  King'
lEt
gmtad agglgnad W  It and that Ita atraoWr# 
wa@ analogou# t© that proposed by Fmltl.% p W»mi mad for
iio©hoad0d©ndria© (XVIII ) o Almoat eiraultmncaoualy 8pà%h mnd 
Knffmor arrived at almllmr ©onùlmmion0 and demonatrated that 
n ©f thg m©thin© ©btalmad by m e a œ  @f a tw@ gtag© 
gradation ©f the dimet hyle ther ©f eurlme yielded B n@-dim#the
T  (X: 8hew©a that
©traetur® of 0^ û-dim©thylourin@ (XVIII) wme of th# 
leoehondodendrln© type mm oppD@©d te the tetrandrine typ©^ thl; 
latter on m M i l m r  treatment 
diphenyl ether (XXB)o
™ /<Û,ojsy"5 „ 4"’dt-e®î
mo
Moo;c
l o
Kiîig in 1935 adopted the etpucture (XXI ) proposed oy Spath aafl
.25K u f f n e r a l t h o u g h  mot yet then proven for OoO-dimethylcurlne and
OMe
(XXI)
related its structure to that o f (^)“tubocurarin© (KITg
Exhaustive méthylation of ourine with methyl iodide and 
methanolIc potassium hydroxide gave 0^ O«dlmé-^hylcurio© methosalt 
as previously established by Scholt^^^and 3pâ"thp t e l  the and Lade ok 
Hofmann, degradation ©f 0^ 0^ ”-dte©thyl« our in®' me t ho eh lo r 1 d@ 
gave three different methine bases whieh were separated as the 
crystalline methlodideso A fourth methin© was Isolated in small 
amount but was not conclusively Identifiedo Two of the 
methlodldes were optically Inactive and the-third had a positive
TOtatioxio Th@aa three m©thlodid@a were identified with ttoa© 
of th© four math In© methlodldea isolated from a similar da'gradation 
of C'^)^fetïboeurarin© ©hlorld© the fourth eompound in
this latter Instane® b©ln^^ laavorotatoryo Kln*-^  Interpreted the 
above résulta as be 1 %  ©ompatlM© with structure (XXII ) for 
Og, 0'-dim© thy leur in© 0 The moat likely explanation why there are 
only two optieally active methine teaes and not the expected three 
optically active bases la that the two inactive me thine metiilodid®© 
are devoid of centres of asymmetry the parent methin© boing (XXIlAr) 
and that iaomerism la du© to a oia^trana arrangom©nt of one of the 
two ethylene linkages or Ttotho
M®!
OMe
’OM© '
OM©
(mi
O^O^-dimothylaumrine chloride and OgO^-dimothyltubaeurarine chloride 
are on the san^ basisp represented by (XXIîI)^®^
(mil)
This structure (XXIII) contains two asymmetric earhon atoms 
adjacent to the nitrogen atoms and thus four optical isomers are 
possihloo Partial Hofmann degradation on each form could yield 
four different methine bases depending on which side of the 
nitrogen atom fiselon of the nitrogen'^'coiitainlng ring takes place.
15
Klng““' postulated both optical centres of )-curlne as
P7
dextrorotatory and this, was confirmed by Biek and Gle^y " in 1 3 3 3 n 
whereas In (i-)-tuboem'arlno one centre Is laevorotatory anci the 
other dextrorotatory,,
This still left unsolved the relative positions of th© 
rnethoxjl and hydroxyl groups at positions 6 and 7 of the tetra» 
hydrol sogulnollne nucleus,. However ^ in 1939? King g by ethylatlng 
the two free phenolic groups followed by Hofmann degradation^
dBi;ermined the t i / -/-«r- ■T-'S J' 1, '
1 9
In a similar manner t W  structura #f (4-)-tubo< 
aa (%IVA)o
/*C
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SYNTHESIS OP^THE DIMBTEYLETHER OF (t)=TUBOGURARim' IODIDE,
The total eynthasle of the 'dimethyleth©r of )-==tuboeu>?arin@
2
iodide was accomplished, hj TolkaohaVg Voronin and Preobrashenskli 
in 1958 o The- bas la of their route la a suoeeaslve build up of a 
system having the elements of the natural alkaloid and the final 
stag® is the formation of a second ©xjg©n bridgeo
p-(5=M@tho%y'='4=hydro%yph®nyl)=ethylamln® ( X X V o b t a i n e d  by
was
eondensed with 4'=b@nmyloxyph@nylao@tlo aold (XXVI) at 190c=200^ to
give the B- (S-metW^y-i^hydroxyphenyl ) =ethylmmld@ of 
phenylaeetIc'aoid (XXVII)o Reaction @f the potassium ©alt of tb 
latter with (methyl or ethyl ) eater# ©f 3<-br©mo-’ê«-m©thoxy“ 
phenylaoetlo aold (XXVIII^ or G^f&) in th@ pr@s®no© of
^ I™ a
copper powder at 190=200^ gave the p<--|5'^ m©tli@xj«4^  (2 -matho%y-S -
I® of 4 = ben%ylo%y^' 
(XXIX g or GgHg_^ CEgC^H^ ) o
Th® aubstaneea obtained were hydrolysed with an aquooum 
alcoholic solution ©f potassium carbonate or sodium carbonat© to
corresponding acid (XXIX^ and debengylated
r - #
the B=: IS'
^-phenyl| -ethylmmide of 4 « hydroxyphenylaeetle a©Id (XXII
) o The P' 
/#
<= pneny
ethylamid© of 4^ =^ benmyloxyphenylacetlc acid (XXXg R^H) was
V 1 <=
from'(XXIX g R^M@ or Rij^^CHgC^Hg) and pc'C^^methozy-
“5<^br©moph©ajl ) =# thy lamina 
R=Hg Rl-CHgCQHa) and (XXXI) at 19(f
Th© compound (XXX ^ R-H) methylated wl th methyl iodide 
t© give the | i » 5 - m © t h O j t y < ^ 4 - j 2 ^ ® - m © t l i o x y = 5 ® « ®  - 
dlm0tho%y«5''  ^=bromoph@nyl)«=0thyloarbamldo«methyl)«pheno%^ -
phenyl-ethjlamid® of 4®-'b©nsyloxyphexrylae8t ic acid (XXX )
'"8
OOH (XW)
(XXVI)\
Br
.©
MeO
(XXVII)
OR.
GOOR
M©ü
iT V ®  
P s  I
(rai)
Q l / "
ÛOHgCgHg
-OMe
%W  OH
Wb
OM®
Tkie Gompoimd (XJOCgRsMe ) was then with phosphorus
oxyehloride im ehloroform solution forming a mixture of a phosphate
; /and hydroehlorld#g from which the free base^ l-(ê = bengiyloxybexi:^ ';^ '.
^ ^ /// /r/ ///
=6'='m@thoxy='if-| 2 «m0tho%y=5 = (6 /Ï -dimethorny-8 - bromo-3 4^ -
X// ",
dihydroisoquin©lyl-1 -methyl)-phenoxy -3 ^ 4-dlhydroisoquinolin©
(XX%II)wa8 isolatedo The ben^syloxy group of the latter warn
/
hydrolysed with 20^ hydroohlorlo-aeid and finally the 1=(4
r // ^ // / // / ' # f
hydroxyb0n^yl)-6-metho%y-'F-r8 -methoxy-6 -(6 ^7 -dimethoxy^S^
// / // /  ^
bromO'^S .4 -dlhvdrolaoqulnolyl-l -methyl)-bh@noxy]«5.4'='
dlhydrolsoquïnollneOüŒIII) obtained was healted in the preaenoe of
©opperp potassium carbonate'and pyridine to give 1^2^! ^2
totradihydro-0-methylehondrofo1Ina (XXXIV)o After reduction with
^ lae du at in ©e@tle a©id^ the latter was methylated to yield 0- 
dlm©thylehondodendrin@(XX]lVIj mhleh was also obtained from the 
dl math Iodide of 1^2^1 ^2 -1 e t r adlhydr o t hy leho ndr o f o 1 in#
Then by the motion of methyl iodide ( M X V D w a m  converted Into 
dlmethylether of - tuboourarine iodide (XXIII ^ X ^ k T h^  W  @pect 
onded to that of the dimethyl ether of natural (4-) =- 
eurarine Iodide and a mixed melting point was not depressedo
2 4
It Is now juat over a eehtwyslne® Claude Bernard and Pelousè" 
demonstrated'th@ importance of the neuromasGular junction In
nouromuseular transmis a ioa^  ^ ahcl''at th© same tlm© ^ sla©w©d the
paralytic action of crude extracts of C'arar^o
3 1
In 1869 Crum-Brown and Fras©r cognlaoant of th© fact that %tm 
enade extracts contained quaternary ammonium eompounda ©xamlmed 
several other quaternaries Including th© methiodidee of atropine^ 
bruoin©p atryohnlnOj) codolne^eonilne morphine and thebaino and 
showed that they produced a paralytic action similar to that of the 
crude curare extractso
Action of Acetylcholine*.^iS3irj«ewitii-i*rasisMiî^eTrcs<i'>:-ÎW™ÿfiasr«aertTQ«ur*=vx;Xti23œ=»ti«TÇzs5rt^!t5eis*fiï25f™C^2ai
The arrival of the nerve impulse at the presynaptic membrane 
of the neuromueeular junction is..thought to release acetylcholine 
from storage vesicles at the nerve endingso This acetylcholine is 
considered to dlffuae across the synaptic gap where.it cauaea 
d@polarisâtion of the post-synaptic membraneo If the d©polarisatl 
reaches m critical level it gives rise to local currents of 
sufficient intensity to increase the aodium permeability of 
surrounding portions of the membrane and so initiates a propagated 
muscle action potentlalo
The nerves innervating skeletal muscle are therefore claa'slfied 
as cholinergic a a are all preganglionic autonomic nerve fibres and 
the post-gangllo2iic nerve fibres of the parasympathetic systemo 
Th# action of acetylcholine is not blocked by atropine at the 
zieuromuscular junction nor mlmlc!l@gd by muscarine .
a £aimllar response and according tNicotine however^
3% -
Daleys classifications the action of aeotylchollno at the 
neuromuscular junction la said to be nicotinic rather than 
muscarinic o '
There are three tho h the transmission descriWd
lo by depressing ac@tylchol3.ne aynthealso 
So by depressing acetylcholine releaseo
depressing motor-end plate sensitivity
I, Ln@ thasised by cholln© acetylaee at the
cholinergic nerve endings by ^ the-transfer of acetyl groups from 
a:^etyl=Go@n:gyme A to cholineo The moat important grouD of
compounds capable of Inhibiting acetylcholine synthesis are the
hemic ho 1 Iniums of which HG-3 (XXX VII ) is the most active member o 
[&ds are 
mlsm ' across 
acetylationo
3a
ctlvate the choline carrl©z= 
a to th© Inti^
So D©presslosi of acetylcholine release can b© achieved by 
alteration of the concentration of calclua^ i ions and magnesium Ions 
In the extracellular fluids Excess of both cmlciim! and magnealm; 
ion© he# depressant effect on the direct ©%c It ability of th#
muscle fibre membrane g^ion of acetylcholine release
also obtained by local anaesthetics and botullrma toxlno
5o Depression of th© ^and-plate eenaltivlty oaii b© achieved by
one of two n^ethods^ the agents being depolarlglng or noxi-depolar^jsl;
neurooiuoeular blocking sgeatsc
A non-d©po1ar10 1ng block 1b produced uy compounds sueh as (^} ^
tuboeurari-Q© and gallamlKie which compete with,aoetyleholin@- for i t s
receptors and thua prevent depolarization of the post-aynaptle
membrane^ Their action la specific In that they combine with tXie
acetylcholine receptors and do\not Interfere, with t W  release of
%
aeatylcholin© on stimulation of the nerv© ©odingSo-
The feasibility of this mechanism of action Is supported by 
the fact that the paralyala produced Is relieved by meaeurea which 
Increae© local concentrât ion of acetylcholine at the motor-end 
plate region,^  This reversibility is of Importance clinically a© 
the effects of non-depolarising neuromuscular blocking agenta 
lnelud3.ng (4-) - tubocurerine and gallamlne are rapidly counteracted 
uy administrât3.011 ©f the anticholinesteraees neostigmine and
A depolarizing bloc%E le produced by compounda %7hlch act in a 
similar to an exceaa of acetylcholine^ After an Initial 
mmlatlon they produce electrical laexcltmbllity in the region 
of the motor-ehd plate^ though this happens only in certain species 
Includlng mauo In the majority of animal species howeverp the 
above mechanism chah.;fee in eome way durî.ng the block3.ng proceaa and 
the actual block produced le due to the raising of the thro ahold 
to acetylcholine and la known aa a ^^duml block" . Gompoumds acting 
by "dual block" eaus^ a rapid decrease in the eenaitiv9.ty of th©
muscl© to repeated doaea which ia characteristic of neither non-
SÙ
depolarizing nor depolarizing agentso However Hodges and Foldea 
suggested that the difference between non-depolarizing and 
depolarizing action in neuromuscular blocking agents may be on© 
merely of degreeo
It has been postulated that the mechanism of neuromuscular 
block la Ionic In nature and that the cationic centre of the 
blocker involves Itself with the complementary anionic sit© of the 
receptor associated with the gga-called nicotinic effects @f
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acetylcholine o  Ther© are however a variety of responses exhibited
by different quaternary compounds on a,single tissu© preparation 
indicating that for a specific action at' the neuromuscular juaotloa
other factio'rs including chain lengthy oniura substitution ^charge
UenaIty and van der Waals forces are Impcrfcaato
lo Chain Length o  Prom th© fact that th© tubocurarin© molecule
contains two nitrogen atoms separated by a distance considered from
0 o'^-^
molaeular models to ba most likely batweem 9 K  and 15 Ap a lerg#
number of compounds of similar Interonlum distance were developed -,
That th© interonium distance may well be in this range is partly
substantiated by the finding from X-ray Crystallography that In
0^1 , ■ • 
tc03ciferin@ it is 9oY A. The dual effects of chain length and onium
group substitution on the potency of polymatliylenebisquat©maries
has recently been investigated by Elworthy. Hexaméthonium bromide
and Iodide (XXXVIII .RsMo^ "deeamethcmlim bromide miû lodld©
(XXXVIII nsio) and d®©aethcalim Iodide (XXXVIII n^lO)
were found- by Klworthy to have in aqueous solution i^aternitrogan
distances of 5o3Ap 9oSE and 10o2-16o5% respectiveljo
HgH. %
1 3 .
m , Et
E f
It
N ""™st
.Bt
Et
Et
Et
Et
Et Et'
Ther® are @@v@ral poaalbl© arrangements of th© ©thyl groupie 
Dm th© nitrogen -atom ©f dl©@a ©thoaiMo Th© ethyl groupe ©an b@ 
alDiig^id© th© main part #f th® hydro carbon chain (XXXVIIIâ) q t  
point ©utwarâ® in the X direction (XXXVIIIB)o To produe© th# 
minimum interfaelml ©nargj between the water and th® hydrocarbon 
in it would be ©xpeeted that ae many groupa aa poaalble would 
in the first position romultlng in I6 0 I 2  for th© N-N dlatane© 
two ethyl groups ©lose to the hydrocarbon chain and o n ®  
directed outwards 1 1 oB I (XXXVII10j between 
with on© ethyl group elom© to th© chain and
a is found for N-No Th© remaining arrangement does not seen
,ar models indieate that there is
insufficient apao© on one aid© of m nitrn
These internitrogen dlatanoea are larger than those found
measure of protection
is given to the hydrocarbon chain by introducing large substituents
on to th© nitrogan atonio
Q
The dlêtünoe for 6,^ 3 Ag is slightly shorter
0
than the mean N - N d3stane© calculated by -O-lll (6 o9 A) but falls
?7ithln the rang© of hla probability calculations io©o '6-7«8 A: it
is about 3 8 shorter than that measured on a Catalin model
arranged in a regular configurât ion pthia being due to interfacial
energy effects in eolutiono
Th© 9'o5 8 H - N distance obtained for décaméthonium Is about
4 8 shorter than the distance found from measurements on a Catalin
model but is In agreement with the 9-10 £ suggested by Carey g
46
Edwardsp Lewis and Stenlak© in 1959o
V‘/h©n an ethyl group Is substituted for a methyl group the 
N - N Increase's though only if the chain linking the nitrogen atoms 
is flexibleo
In the blstrieth^lammonlum series peak curarlform activity 
occurs in th© trideeyl compound which has an internltrogen distance 
of 12-15 £ g m value found by interpolation on a- graph of N - M 
distance against the number of carbon atoms joining the nitrogenso 
This value exceeds the 9o5 )x found for décaméthonium which has th# 
peak curarlfom activity of the methonium series thus supporting 
the view that other factors have to be considered along with th# 
Internitrogen distance of the moleculeo
The chain separating the two quaternary nitrogen centres can 
be composed of several entities ^ th© simplest being a 
,polymethyl©n© chaino
Replacement of the methylene by ester linkages (XXXIX)
and reversed ester linkages (XL)' results in the compounds
exhibiting a similar overall pattern of aotivity to the
'
corresponding poljm©thyl©iie compounds ^ suxamethonium (XL  ^ %%
3 -  ^j t td
m«8p R®M© ) being th© most effect iv© of th© ©star-linked compound©
«S’
(.!®3N»(C%)j,*G0'0-(0H2)g.j B  Msg d ï
(XXXIX)
■Î’
a#(GHg^^'O-00.(GHg^g^.GO.Q.(OHg)Rg 2 T
(30.)
If one or more of th© methylene groups of docamiathonium are
replaced by ether groups a^ in (XLI) and ( m z )  maximum activity of 
these compounds appears to b© at a greater interonium dis tame® than 
in the Gorresponding compound® In the polym©thy1ene bisonium sariaa 
These observations are difficult to reGonelie with the .fact
' ; y'(%)m'0.(OHg)^.o.(GHg)^.rn'Rg 2 r
lidfWLjiK
gN .(QHg) g"0 ' (OHg) 0 " (OHg)g=N M@g 2  Br
GHg" 00 "QPr GH^ Q0-QPr
that ®n ether link eompwed with m methylene group extend®-
eSO
the chain by only 0„13 âo
Substitution of th© methylene units ©f décaméthonium by ur©lâo 
and earbàmoyl linkages results in a change similar to that observed
with ©ther substituted compotmda  ^ fch© Biaximum activity again
Docurring in the longer chain compoundso The premier example
B /-59
of this type is th®) carWliniim compound (XLIII pm^S )' ' .
Blegtï- (GHg)g" O-CO-K0 • (CSHg}g- M- 00-0 »(OHg)g. d  f
.M)
Ù
If however0 methylan© chain unit® are substituted by alicvyoll© 
rings the resulting ©ompounds ahow reduced potency and modified-
activity a® in the case of -th# oyclohexane derivative (XLX¥))
and oycloraethon©51^,62^,65
4"
\.a
Me. %
M  HQ 
3
OH m@.
m.
T W  introduction of an aromatie ®st©s^ function (.XLfI | ,. doea 
M t  Seriously modify the t^ jpa of block and the a© ©impounds ahar©
th® property of the ether link®# compoundb In ©xertln^g- % e l r
potency at a somewhat greater interonium distance when 
compared to th® correaponding polymethylene chain compound#o
g- ■■ A ..
l'mnj ttthisv typ a s  oif ïm te;eg'aaterm ary e h a îa s  te fï?  h@@s
68. , e@o'?t
Ine luâS .ag  plpsîfa^.ÎR® (XLTX I ) «uad b®aseqii;la»ne lifâksci eempeMiads
f l L ? Î I I |  b ïit  t.ta3lî? e l ln l® ® !  iis®fw.laas(s- lias bsoa lis B lto â  as tb.®
#û
( ( s y ^ m - Y  à - ~ m  («pgîsg
' X  ■ ■
bloeJc pACHMùeâ is only BMimgmaimaû
m@ © s t o
Bo Im^J à t i o n  Iki ISnd^Grrmm^a
Th@ a©OTmlat©d data © n gaabatiWtlom l5i tto 
ammoRlim W a d  of tlm bl8«onl%m oompoimda wanld aeem to teüicâat# 
that tlm effeot is d@pand©Bfe a®\ t W
In the de^aMthOBlwin and B m umBtUoKilma î^sm?±BB replacement of |I - 
methyl by M =^> ethyl groi^pa reaulted in a fall in paWneyo It wae
illustrated by Eossum and Ariens that an inorease in alkyl ahain 
length led not only to a fall lA poterne y but also to a ohange ixi thÆ-
I
mode of aotlono Be carnet ho ntom and amcame t homiimi both act as 
d©polariseIng agents but on subatitutioa of the methyl groups by 
propyl groupe th©. action le mixed depolarising and non=^d®polarising 
axid on substitution still higher alkyl a\3.bst;ltu@nta the aotlon
befôOEs©s completely nBn->depolarisixigo
This can be rationalised, by the. eonclueti^lty m®aauramente @f 
Klworthjp whi©h showed that th© distance in polymethylen© bi©- 
oniura salts was la©reased by th© substitution of ethyl groups for 
methyl groups (s#e page K
The Inearporation of th© quaternary nitrogen into a he 
arommtie n û e 0LLIX|- and {L I eauae© a-raduotiom 
in potencyo Th# Introduction of nuclear methomiyl auWtltwu^#
I' XLBl '} into th© d©omethyl©n© bis^quinoliniw ©ompoimd© C^ U'Æiî 
restorea the activityo Th© greater formal structural similarity 
beWeea these latter compoumds and tuboeurmrln# chloride i#
COI w i@us a ( T* ^ n  1 ^ ^
3k-
T A B L S III
T.-r,-rtJsp«AiflHP.rK.’s»--^ fvicr.jyg.iATvatjga'C;
F@t@ney of compounda with heterocycll© omlum groupe^
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In the related d©cam©thyl0n©bist@tx’ahydroquinoll.nium (LI3^
d©oaia©thyl0n©blad©©ahydroqtiinolinium (LII) and daoamethylazm^
■biatetrahydrolaoquinolinium (LIÏI) aalta patency ie still further 
72
increased o
Th® most useful compound which has so far emerged from those
*73 -*7B
heterocyclic onium substituted compounds is laudozium (LIV)
It ia more potent than ( 4 tubocurarin© in the cat and rabbit and
«70
its action is readily reversed by neostigmine o The main 
disadvantage is that it has a long duration @f action«
M©
/
Me
A logical extension of these studies was th© replacement of the 
trimethylamraonlum groupa of awtmmethonium by large saturated 
heterocyclic groups as in the bens^yltetrahydroieaquinolinium 
compound (LVp which has been examined in acme detail®^
It produces a tuboeurarine-lik© block in the c^t whi^h 
is antagonised by neostigmine^ but its potency is low being only 
1/30 « 1/40 that of suxamethonium^^^^q
M W
y  \ " 2tk
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Kensler^ Zlrkla^ Matallanâ and Condoui’is examined a séries or 
tris^^onlum compounds (LVI^ 3 or 4 g R®M© or Et) and found that
jpiSsr
(LVI)
th© maximum potency occurred In (LVÎ^ R®®Et)
46.82-85
Stenlak© et examined an extensive series of linear
polyonlum compounds Including NSN «(LVII), WNN tris-onium 
(LVIII)p NNNN, «tetra^onium (LIX)^ M S N H „ « penta-onlUm (LX} 
and the NNNNNN hex a-onium compounds (LXI|o
❖
) 0 M » . m.Ë« 4x"fâ jS
s m ^ - ( c u j  . M «
A i© .
«0"
2 a
rcoa^ ;
^ —j
mR«
MR»" (OH ) " MR S “ 5 l
2 m 2
It was fourni that ©thoaiuHx oompounds with the onium groups 
separated hj 5 or 6 methylon© groups war® predominantly •tu'boourarlni 
like In action whilst those compounds with 10 methylene groups 
separating the obIum centres aeteci like dacam@thonlumcThe overall 
chain length is unimportaAit Ixi determining the type of block as Is 
Illustrated by Table (X?)o
T A B L E
Gomparlson of chain length and Interonium distance of 
pD) lyonlum groups with the type of uromumcu 1er block ©sçhlbited,
(To- Tuboeurarin®, 010- Décaméthonium)
Type of
Stî3=mu-Ciy»ûs»nsci
oOf at ©mg? 
aeparating 
term ina 1 o n 1 uîû 
group#0wdtrç-^nrÀyjxi tiTi TP ygfg=»«»trg^
EfcgM (CllglgM E tg(C H g)g .ll EtgCCIÎgJgil Bfeg 'Se-lik®
BtgK (CHg^QÜJ EfcgCOMg)joW Efcg CIO-Ilk®
SfegN (CHg)gW Etg(CHg)g H EfegCCHglgl E tg  f s - l l k a '
StgW (CHg)gM Etg(GHg)g N Btg(O.Hg)gâ Btg ïe - î îk ®
EfegM (GHg)gR Eibg(OH^)jQH EtsgCCHgîgM ‘I'fS—Xilc®
EtgN (CHg)gl BfegCOHçjlg l  BfcgCCHg) f1 Btg 'I 'M M lt le m m l'
StgM (GHg)gM Btg(GHg)g I Bt (GHg)gM Kfeg
Sfe_M {GH„},^W H Efe„CCH„l„l!j Bfc™ ClO-Jik®
EfcgM (GHg)gW Efeg(OHg)g H EfegCCHg)^! Sfeg
(CHgîg m Bfeg(CHg)gi Kfeg î f s - î l t o
BfegH (GHg}pl Sfeg(CHg).jQa Btg(GHg)^^ Eftg C IO -lik e
3.
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Substitution of e methylene group la the Interonium polymethyle?:
chain by an ether link (KIX)and (Kill)produced a marked decrease 
BS-B9
in activity,, ' This 1b In contract to th© potoxitiatlng effect of 
aromatic ether linka Ï oe« methoxyl substitution in Cl") - 
tubocurarin© and its laomers and in decamethylane 
hydroqulnolinium and tetrahydrois 
(Mil).
*
• CoHgig 0 • (œpg. fea°. #g)g"0 .(0Bg)g. 1®^» 3
C3
I
gjg*®a°. (ûHg)go « K g 4 1
It would appear that ©th©r substitution in proximity to the 
quaternary ©entre In aliphatic co'mpounds reduces the charge on the 
nitr@g@n atom and a© lowers its capacity to bind at the r m m p t o r  
Burface ; conversely it is reasonable to suppose that the Influence 
of methoxyl and other ether links In (4 ) - tubocurarin©-and 
related molecule8 Is concentrated in the aromatio rings and th© 
charge on the nitrogen is hot e.tailarly aff®ct©do
Based on a knowledge of the potency ©baerved ia aliphatic 
choline ethers and the contribution of ether links to th# activity 
of (4* ) - tubocurarin® and related compound a the tr Is-onium
f B©¥©tp Dapierrocompound p g^ illamixi© was synthesis ad liA 19
90
and de'Lestrangeo It la tuboourarine^like in action but has
only on® fifth of the potency in mauo
w
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Successi¥@ substitution of ethyl group# by methyl groupm 
MsultB in decreased poteacy^'L The most probable struetur© (LXr 
from the natural repulsion @f like charge® (LXIV)o i?hi® 
at agger® d orientation places the oniim?. groups at m dis tan©® of 
t B apart o
MKDiaXMAL USES OF ffillEOMUSOULAE B L OQliim A m W Ê S
MeuTOmuaeular blocking agents are used in surgery te aehiev# 
muscular flac©idity cepeoially in the aWomimal regiono Safe 
control of th© neuromuseular block in anaesthesia and emrgery Is 
essential and the choice of the type of mus el© wlmcant drug i© 
baaed on th# duration of the operation and the condition of th#
o Th® mm in mus el® relmianta used in surgery are shown Im 
C?X)'^^o Brief muscular relmxaticm of #-10 minutoe 
durâtIon is moat often mehleved by suxamethoniumo Where m 
protracted operation in conjunct3,©n with a muscle rclauant i® 
anticipated a continuous intravenous drip of a -solution of' 
smcamethonium may b© usado , Th© main advantage of this method of 
administration is that no antagonistic drug @u©h as neostigmine 1;
required as 3U3aamathcmlum is rapidly hydrolysed in th© 'body; a 
dl8advamtBr;0 exists however in the 3^ 1 g id eomtro 1 whish m w t  be 
m^iatained in th© rat© of infusiono
Syaargiem ia exhibited betweexi some neuromuscular'biooklag 
drugs and anaesthatioa and this enablea the anaesthetlat to 
achieve a deeper plan© of pinco-nsclousness with lass anaestlietic 
than h© would normally require %vith the conséquent lessening of
I
riak to the pat lento Tubocurarlxze and dimethyltuboeurarine are 
particularly Indicated for uae with ether due to the large 
synergist effect exhibited Ixi the presence of ©a©h other^ 
though care must be ta ton to ensure that apnoea does not developo 
Apnoea and respiratory depression can b© countered by 
administrât Ion of such substances as edrophonium (IW|. which 
within seconds of administration and neostlgmin© (LXfA %hmufi
not as quick in onset has a more prolonged acticnur;
Ê— M#n
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0^13 am# no lr@aw; f; mw^rkod effeet ùn tto
compeimde lito gguxfzmutWnlma^ Iîp order t® produo© a
neuromuscular block with a depolarising eubstanea after prior 
acdminiatrat ion of a sub paralytic dose of tubocurarlM requires 
a dose of S to 4 times greater than the normal paraljtlo dos© of 
suxaméthoniumo The intensity and length of th© block when 
finally Induced may be excessiv© and. the resulting.apnoea net 
easily reversedo However^ in the reverse ©ae© the neuE'omuseular 
junction is not unduly sensitised to - tuboeurarlne by a 
previous dose of smwntethonlum« This method has been utilised 
to prevent th© accumulation of sucelnylmDnDe.holin© t M W I  ) th# 
primary breakdown product of suscamethonium which itself may 
produce severe raopiratory de^pressiono After 30-^45 minute a of 
continuous drip Infusion of suxamethonium small doses of 
tubocurarin© or gal lamine can be ad.mi.nis te red and at the terminât io 
of sur.gëry r©spiratl.on will not be depressed or If depressed easily 
reversed by neostigmineo
&2
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Neuromuscular b3.ooklng agents used in surgery
Generic nam©
(4 }^ Tu bo eu r a r 1 Aie ©hlorid© g^ntahy 
IDImethy11uboeurarIne chloride 
Dim©thy1tuboeurrnrln# iodide 
C « tox1f© rIna ■Iodlde 
G'=>C,urarin© Xodiü®
Gailamine trlethiodide 
Be ng& oq u 1 no n lum -. ©hloride 
Laudexiuaa mathylsulphate 
Décaméthonium bromide 
Suc c iny Icho 1 ina chlojclde
Suxéthonium bromide 
SuccinyImonoeholine- lodid©
Trade Nam©
-WJfr.i I "Zf
■atrin 
Metubine
Flaxedil
•"i*—Cfjfl»nwMi,., ..V wa»'Or:.'TP:?5.s=^ C53'C'tt'^
Jjaudolissin 
SyncurS,n@ 
An<'.©tlne 
S coliM  
Celocurln© 
Bravedil E
Imbrat il 
Pr©atonal
carasr.-.-crnr5vtnr»T
*T»-r?=riwfjLTisry> f oi-ct:
Comparative potexiey ®f m^uromuaeular bloeking a(„m>/c.a 
for the production of Burgloal ralaxatioîu
wpwfr>r±t3n>jü.-TJi'.HTrgrpc.-4'^l-j-‘ rTmt?TP»^
Agent Oh weight basis of On molar
Catlqxi Galt o
basis 0
T uboeurarine loO 1(,0 , loO
D ime t h y 1 tubo oux^ar i ne 5a7
DIm® thy1tubo eurarine 8o9
iodid© o
Toxiferia# 8o5 8o6 7 = 5
Gallamine 0 o ^ 0o2 Oo^
Bam^aquinonlum 1»0 1^1 Oo9
Laude:Klum On5 0o5 Oo7
D© 0 am© t ho a turn br@mi de 7c7 6oO 5oI
S u CÎ © A ny 1 eho 11 nm G hlo rid© 3Lo6 lc8 Oo9
3 uc c liiy Icho 1 ina lodld# 1,0 8 1U2 Oo9
Imbretil 6o7 5nO 5o4
tS'-Ba3'r»*«'rx-=c^-ftrt.'>irt < iVuifU C7£* ? I-j^hihVw W*
4%*
D©spit© tbB xmmhar of aompOTOda for m m  as
a#wemmsealar h l a k i n g  agant© the ©.liniealXy TOalvtdi qbbb (fablQ '- V 
whleh have arisen from synttotie procedure® are comparativalj 
iMiû n o u0 is Idealo Rather than direet spitheaiB a aeaond approa-e 
to mm ideal maurtnuueeialar blocking agent is exemplified hj th© 
medlfieatioas of ex la ting %y@ll==trled blocking agent a o
There are four atereoieomere of tubecurari%?.e and they exhibit' 
marked differences In m t m n M j  from each other in the rabbit-head 
drop and other testa (Table ¥ÏI|o
T A B L E
Relative poternei#@ of tuWomrarlme 
(rat diaphragm, teat)
*?rr:t;»ïi;r=rj.
Irsjomers Optical Rotation 
at oemtrega ^
^)-Tuboourarin#
'> )-GurariM
'Gurarlm#
a
4h
to (mvii
imKmj
loO
Mgligibla
5o5
lo5
■MA.'yj'trafepsjrr;
Complete m®thyImtlorn of tuboeurarime (LXVIIg ^
affords dlm@thy 1 tubeeurarin© (DCVII ^ ) #il@h Is So7
tlm@@ aa potent yss (^ )-tube c u m  rime and similarly (-)-
dimethylourmrIne Rl^Rg^R0,^Me ) is more than twice as
potent as ( - ) -eurmrim# (LXVXI^ From these
results it concluded that the number and position @f the 
methoxyl groups ©opsidermbly affect© the actlwityo
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0 avail it o euggestcd as a posaitol© explanation that ."S^lttarlon 
formation arose from the presence of a phenolic hydroxyl group 
In (f) - tubocurarin© and might cmuse the lovmv aotivityr In 
support for thie' theory Kalcw shdwed. that as the pH warn lacreasad 
e reduction in potency of {•>) - tubocurarin# was ob served g th® pH 
belag associated with the dissociation of on® phenolic groupo The 
activity of ohondosurarina (.MflllH'£ -Me -H| also added
weight to the theoryo It 1b nearly three times as potent as 
(4 ) « tuboeurarina and has the- hydroxyl and methoxyl groups in 
positions 6 and 7 of th@ Isoqulnolln© nucleus^ th® xwarse of ii>} - 
tubùeurarln# gWltli the result that the phenolic hydroxyl group is 
removed by one carbon atom from the influence of the omium g:mup 
as ©o-mp©r®d with the situation in («5-) - tubocurarln/ao
In the ease of the butyl R p  Hg ^Bu}
and the dib^Myl others , (Kfll ^ p R ^  ) whieh have a
B L E  fill
ïot@nel®@ of mothoxytetrshyâS’o^uiHolln.a® anfl raetto|y1i®tï-®hyâsro« 
iHoqulnollneis (Mlaimal ®fî®ctiv© dose in. mTjî)lt» ' )<,
Z 10
m '  %- C E m x î )
8ub0tituent#o
teSMSMSit5r».^C=sr«teA#*-1».,4ti'-^lr m, ■Bh * a a .■< a r.i W
nJajaJAJ3Jrgi*¥arf T-SHWl*^ »«Wrp-, rem If. ■.<■ J ~«—1. ra -J
Do@@o lag/kgo
uo^c^vJiMi.uaeuJfctT* “ t»v.Tg^« jcnjtjf-jiu*=g*afk3
B'on.® 0 ^ 7 5
6 ~ m e m @ w 0 . 2
o»a
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2  I
#1
( m i )
SubstlTOejate Do®@
l a T O  •
6'-Hethâxj 
6^7  «-Dime th o  x j  
6 D? g8‘^Trim©fhojqr
(+)^tubocurarin®
0,75
Oo.2
0,05
0.02
Oo.X
low order of activity the explanation of Kalow does not suffice, 
The IncreaBe in potency of Hg>N-dImethyl™! g^lO-deoamethylen©-^
M 8tetrahydroquino1inlum (LXYIII) and the related 
tetrahydroiaoquinolinium di-iodides (LXIX) support© the view that 
the number and position of the methozyl substituents in this type 
of molecule plays a vital part in the activity of the molecule 
(Table VIII),
The increase in potency of O0O-»-dlmethyI'«(4*)«=^ tubocurarin© 
iodide over (4-)^ tuboourarIne amd the increase in potency when 
methosqrl substituents are added to compound© (M.ÏX) and 
(LXYIII) may also be due in part to an increase in lipoid 
aolubility^'^o
0 s s I 0 s
DISCUSSION . ,
When the present research on (^)«tnbOGnrarine chloFide 
(LXX^ g v/afâ instigated in 19^0 it was already
known that eurine (LXXIp and chondocurine
(LXXIp RgSsMe) were i s o m e r T h e  stereochemical
relationship "between these two tertiary bases had been recently 
determined by Biek and who used sodiuwi in liquid
ammonia, to cleave the dimethyl ethers of the two isomerso 
The fission of O^ pO'-dimethyl'=:^ C‘f)-=^ehondocurine (LXXIj, R.^^Rg^R^sMe) 
and 0 g0-dImethyl-(-)--cui" 1 ne (iXXIg R^^Rg^R^sMe) afforded in 
both cases two known optically active coclaurine basesp 
O^methylarmepavine (LXXII^ and N-methyl»
coclaurine (LXXIIg ^ From #
Œ!
X
(mx)
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choncioeurinep (->)-O-m-'athylarm0pa¥ina (LXXÎI^ R^:=H)
and (4 )-=g«m ethy lG delaurliae  (LXXIIp g were
obtained while both'the O-^meth^larmepavin® (IJLXII^
H| sH)' and" the' îWmetliXlooelaarin.©-.(LXXÎÏ 
H '“b . ' a (g b 4^
C m
obtained from Og 0^di^©thjl(°3curine (LXXIp
R^H) exhibited a negative rotationo
(4-)«>Chondocurine (LXXIp R^aMe) when qua terni sed
yields (4* )“Chond0C\irai^ine (LXX^ R^^R^^Hg Rg^Me) and since the
dimethyl ether of the quaternary base has been proved identical
to the dimethyl ether prepared from (4-)=-tubocurarlne^^(LXX£>
R^sR j ^h ) the configurational relationships ascertained 
99by Blck and Clesy^'^ for the tertiary base chondocurine must also
hold for. the quaternary alkaloid tubocurarine (LXX^ R.sMe
Hg^R-
The absolute configuration was not known and from a 
biological point of view the conformation of the tubocurarine 
molecule was important _in that it might help further understanding 
of the action at the receptor sites at the neuromuscular 
junctiono During.the course of the present study Kmmimote amd
103
in 1 9 6 2 deduced the absolute configuration of the 
molecule (vide infra)ocaÿycBgscaftwriJi  ^ '
In 1 3 3 k  Leithe compared the optical rotations of laudanosine 
moth iodide (hXXÎJî) and synthetically prepared (=)=#(=, 
phenylethylamine (LXXIV) in solvents of different polarity and
concluded that these two compounds probably had the same absolute
101
configurat1on^^^
Leithe^s conclusion was confirmed by Corrodi and Hardeggar
52
who 'oonverte'ci ( t e ahydropapmvorime (LXXf.) .h^ meth4/'latiau 
to {%’)-«’lauclanoslne IrQüO'I.ï). a W  theaqe bj
to I«^?<=--earbo,ig/athjlaBparagin© (LXX¥3C), of kiiown absolute cm iîig^  
upgitloao . In a aomewhat manner Batterah^^ and Bdwarda
,ï(
M©0
OM# '
I
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deriTOd the absolute configuratlons of the ieoqalnollEe alkaloids
ealeolidine (hX^CVIIg R@Me) g ealeollne (I,XWII &, R-E) and
câljeotamine (bXXVIII) bj degrading (-)-^aalaoIidine.ba.se to
g^2-earbo3£jethyX^-ïi'^''alanine (M'XIX) whieh had been eynthesiaed
from h^aalanlne for eomparisono In 196 2 Tomita and ItunimotOg^^^
"J 01
using the prevlou© result® of Oorrodi and Hardeggarp deduced
V*
m g
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the absolut© configuration, of a number of coclaurine allcaloidBo 
D(^)«laudanoslne (LXXX^ fcOMe) was demethylated by sodium in 
liquid ammonia to D(-)<^laudanidlne (LXXX, R=OH) and this product 
then converted to D( )-laudanldine phenyl ether (LXXX® R=OGgH^) 
by an Ullmann reaction'with bromobenzenco The phenyl ether 
(LXXXg RsOC^H^) was cleaved with sodium in liquid anmonla to 
yield Ojf N-trimethylcoclaurine (LXXXp H^H) (ioQo
me thy larmepavihe ) o
OMe
R
(LXXX)
It was thus proved that D(=)-laudano8 ine (LXX^ Cf, RkvOMo) 
and ('=’)^09 Op trimethyl coclaurine (bXXXp R^H} had the same 
absolute stereochemistry and similarly sho?/n that L(^)«laudanosliH 
amd l-=>teiii®tkylcoalayiriM had # ©  mmmm m'bmelut®
AliTios.t simultaneously Ferrai'1 and Deulofeu^^^ arrived at 
a similar conclusion with regard to L(4-)'=’laudan:ldlne (LXXXg 
RsiOH) and )='G='methylarA?iepavlne (LXXXp RsH) which were prepared 
from a common optically active Intermediateo Diazotlsed (4^)<= 
and ( « ) 3-amlno«4-me thoxybenzyl ) -1 g 2 g 3gh'-tetrahydro-6g 7-
effect©
dimeth03t^"<=-2«=metli-^ fliBoquln©Ilne dlhy&rochlwide' (LXXXÎ ) wa® 
t??eatad with hypaphoaphoru© acid to give (i-} and (-) 0«-meth,yl- 
armepairina respectively^ Partial substitution of the diazonium 
moiety by hydrozyl {but always with simultaneous substitution
the fluoroborate of 
the dia^oniwri cation followed by décomposition of this salt 
with acetic aeido
Separation of the two products afforded ('■> 
armepavixie ( LXXX g RsjH) and _(-> )=='laudanldlne (LXXXp E^OH}o These 
authors therefore concluded that natural (-)-armepav 1 xie had 
the R(D) c onf i g y r a t i on o
pH,
m i  M
Ûüfe
(L
(LXXX)
The demonatration that the laevorotatory bases of the 
coclaurine type had the D configuration and that the dextro­
rotatory coclaurine bases had the L configuration led Tomlta 
and his aeeoeiates to examine the absolut© configurations 
of the two asymmetric centres in certain biscoclaurin© base©
including airx^lne (LXXI^ j ^ eliancioeurine (LXXI-.
Hp®Meo R^ssR^aH) amd the quaternary derivative tubocnrarixie 
(LX%o R^sMeg R2~H2^^H)o From the known relationship between 
OOTinep chdndocurixaep oliondoeurarixie and tubocurarine (pô4^) 
ToxBita on eons 1 deration of the known fission product© deduced 
that centre A was D(R) and centre B was 8) In (LXX)o
r®i
0£,,GH.
R.
0 OH.
OR<a
( L m )
In tiil^  laboratory the problem 'was approached from a differ en 
point of. viewp namelar - the derivation of the base tubocurin© ar
preferably its 6 pO-dimethyX derivative from the naturally 
occurring quaternary ©alt tubo our ar In© Fission of the dimethyl 
base with sodium in liquid mnonia would then be expected to 
yield on the basis of literature evidence (vid© Infra) two baaeg 
of the coclaurine types, each base representing one optical a©ntr© 
of the original moleculco It was further expected that 
measurements of the optical rotation of the two product© of 
fission in solvents of varying polarity would provide evidence of
the absolute configuration of the code.urine bases,.
Preparation of Op 0-d. Ime t hy 11 ub oc ui'" 1 ne «
Three main methods are known for' 'the removal of a methyl 
group from a quaternary ammonium saltp namely reduction with 
lithium, aluminium hydrldo^^^p treatment with potassium thiophe?A-- 
pX.ate^^^ in triathylene glyeol at 150-200^ and treatment with 
ethanolamiae"‘  ^ at elevated tesBperatureso
Reductive- dealkylation of Op O-ciimethyltubcicuFarine by lithium
a lumini jlgdr id©^
The reduction of a quaternary ammo-nium salt to a tertiary
amine by lithium aluminium hydride was first reported by
105Kenner and Murray" who reduced atryehnine methosulphate to 
etryolinldin©a It was suggested by these workers that this resictl^ 
on aeeount•of the greater, Inherent ©useaptibility of methyl 
groups compared to higher alkyl groups to 8^ ,2 reaetlonsp proceeds 
by a Tbimolecular dlaplacement of the H-methyl group by the 
hydride iouo
I
\
(hraii)
The Identification of methane on the baaie of it© maea 
spectrum serves to substantiate the machanism proposed for thl! 
reaction (LMXÏï)o The progress of this type of reaction may 
followed easily by meaBurament of the amount of gas evolved.
Op D'î^Dimethyltiibociirarine iodidep obtained in high yield
16from tuboeurarlBe chloride " g when reduced with lithium aluimlni/am'
hydride gave only a mlimte qmntlty of the expected tertiary
haee Op 'O^-dimethyltnboeurine*. Variation in the reaction
conditions failed to increase the yields These results' parallel
10Tthose of Tomlta and Ihuka" who found that9 whereas for certain 
simpler alkaloids including (t,)-laudanoslB.e methiodlde (LXXXÏÏî)^ 
O^dImethy 1 oorytub@r 1 n# methIodide (I,XXXIV@ 
and canadine methlodida (LXXXV)p the corresponding tertiary 
bases ware obtained In high ylaldo The more
eomplez alkaloids including a number of blscoclaurlne quaternary 
alkaloids only afford small amounts of the tertiary derivatives^ 
Attempted ,reductive -clealkylation on the ap or phi ne type 
■phenolic quaternaries corytuberina methiodide (LXXXIVg 
and Isocorydine methiodide (LXXXIVp R p Æ )  with lithium
aluminium hydride resulted in almost complete recovery of the 
starting materialo
^ am.
Dealkylation of the quaternary tubocurarine compounds had 
been satisfactorily achieved using ethanolamine® Potassium 
thiophenolate has been reported by Trumbellg HMrberli and 
Ammon^^^ to smoothly convert quaternary ammonium compounds to 
tertiary bases and although the low basicity of the anion is 
alleged to avoid Hofmann elimination in certain eases dealkylation 
of phenylethylamine derivatives has been aeconpanied with a 
small percentage of olefiUo The dealkylation of bisben^yltetra^ 
hydroisoquinoline quaternary compounds with potassium thiophen^ 
olate was not investigated because of the facile dealkylation 
obtained with ethanolamine and the ready availability of the 
reagento j
o m 01®
m m Be
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Pyrolytic décomposition of quaternary ammonium compounds 
usually follows one of two pathv/ayss
(a) the Hofmann élimination^^^ which occurs in the presence 
of strong bases and leads to the formation of an 
olefin §
the decomposition of quaternary salts with weak bases 
of which the classic e mmple is the pyrolytic 
decomposition of quaternary ammonium chloride g first 
studied by Collie and Sehryrer^^^^ which results in 
the formation of the tertiary base and an alkyl 
halide*
le
v-.L
The decomposition of mixed quaternary salts of the type 
M e 1 LXXXVI) is of special interest and leads in general 
to dissociation as follows:
Me^NRci^ MCgNR + MeCl
(LXXXVI)
If the reaction is conceived as a nucleophilic displacement 
on carbon the course of the reaction can be explained by the 
expectation that délocalisation of positive charge from nitrogen 
to the adjacent cXrcarbon atom^^^ will be unequal and greatest 
in methyl substituents* Nucleophilic attack will thus be 
favoured at one of the methyl groups rather than at the alkyl 
groups R, as in the following examples recorded by Collie and 
Schryver^°^ (LXXXVII) and (LXXXVIIl),
Me ^ Me ^ Me(y 6  \or -----) OH G1\Me' O^HÿîHg Me C^HgCHg
(LXXXVII)
Me
W 0H.01
\  / \  ^
Me CH CH(GH ) • Me ^ OHgGH(CHg)g
(LXXXVIII)
Although multiple branching on the carbon atom should 
on this basis still further inhibit displacement of the groups 
Rp their effect is clearly outweighed by the enhanced resonance 
stabilisation which the intermediate carbonium ion will activate 
by hyper conjugation if the reaction proceeds by an S^i mechanism,
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That thia appears-to be so ia evident from the following 
deconpoeitions also reported by Collie and Schryver^^^p 
(LXXXIX)p (XC) and (XCI)*
He
+ /  Cl
;n
Me
Me
N
Me
(jjüuax)
Me
\ :
01
Me
, \
OH  -- 4 OHOl
/  ^ /
Me Me
Me Me
•f
N
Cl*
Me
Me
0 —  Me 
\
GHoCH^
Me
Me
Me
01
\
CHgGH.CHg
Me
Me
(XG)
Me
n 4“
Me
Me ^  0
CH2CH3
Me — A  GGi
OHgGH,
Me Me
"K products
Me
(XOl)
The pyrolytic decomposition of (CH^)^fezCl - (XGII)p 
however, is apparently anomalous proceeding as follows with the 
fission of a methyl rather than the benzyl group* On the other 
(CH^)^îiBzCl”” (CH^)^NBz + MeCl*
(XCIÎ)
hand benzyl is lost in px'eference to ethyl from iSt^tezClo
The dissociation of quaterxiary halides força the basis of
their use as alkylating agents® In this respect they rank in
111efficiency after alkyl chlorides and sulphoniurn ealte , 
Quaterimry salts have been used for Ù-alkylation, 0-alkylation, 
S-alkylation and, in particular, N-alkylation by the use of 
appropriate reagents which promote nucleophilic displacement
"I T '>
of a tertiary amine from the quaternary salt'
The competition betv/een the nucleophilic displacemente
which form the basis of these reactions and the alternative
Hofmann elimination was first studied in detail by Harli&rt and
Ingold^^^ with a series of propy 1 trimethy^laamoniurn salts (XCIIX)*
^ a ..3' . PrNMCg MeX,
PrNMe,X — C
^ Me^N s CH->oGH = C U ^ 4- H_0
(XCÎÎI) ^
They found that the aucleophilic displacement reaction {&.; 
became increasingly favoured where the anion is in the order of 
decreasing basicity*?
HO HhO e  CO^ se,
and that the alternative Bofmann elimination is correspondingly
increasingly less favoured*
The decomposition of a series of a r y 1 a 1 ky 1 tr i me thy 1 amn ; onl i /
iodides in water at 100^ was also studied by Norcross and 
, 114
Openshaw and similarly shov/n to proceed mainly by displacement 
according to the findings of Hanhart and Ingold*
The decomposition occurs only when a methcxylgroup Is 
present in thejg^^^posltion in the ring and is further facilitated 
by the presence of an alkyl substituent on the^-'Carbon of the
side«ciiain, as In the following exeimple (XCI^
GE
GH
OMe
<
The reaction la arreated: as a result of the stabilisation 
of the carbonium Ion by the mesomerlc effect of the ^«methoxy
groups® and its separation Is facilitated by the Inductive
effects of the alkyl eubstituents on the #= carbon atom« In
aqueous solution® the reaction ]p,roceeds largely as shown by
displacements® but in diethjl ketone elimination predominates^
11 5Battersby and BinkB " have similarly studied the decom­
position of thyIpavine methiodide (XC¥) which similarly
proceeds In water at 100^ by displacement to give the corres-
ponding alcohol (and traces of the iodide) through the inter­
mediate carbonium ion IXi
100
OMîæï0
That displacement.of ammonium groups does not always
by an 8^1 (or El) mcchazilsm Is evident from the eEperlmen"
3,6 .
of Eliel and Peckham^ ' o These show that whereas nucleophilic
-
displacement of G1 by CH on treatment of furfuryl chloride
with sodlim cyanide leads to a rearrazkged product 2-metbyl^
cyanofuranp implying a carbonium Ion intermed i a t n o  such 
rearrangement occurs in the corresoondlng displacement of 
by GN  ^ thus impllcatir,iS reaction by an 8^2 mechanism 
proceeding via the transition state (XCVI)o
01
r*r*Arert1
f  '
yj.’sa.tsg iramrra-j
  M f e
\ ■
^^-GHgCîï
(asm)
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Two observations of Norcross and Openshaw ' are of 
interest to the present.studyo Firstly the absence of a p- 
methoxy substituent iiw4=alkyIbenzylamlnes inhibits the nude- 
phllic displacement reaction^ Thus trimethyl-l-phanylethyl» 
ammonium i-odide (XGVIï) g. trimethyl^l-phenyltsobutylammonium 
iodide (XCVI'II) are both stable in water at lOO^o
I
IX
This stability under the conditions reported is in contrast
to the decomposition of benzy1tr1methylammonlurn chloride
,109previously reported by Collie and Sckryvar'"”"'*^ 'though the latter 
admittedly was submitted to more drastic reaction conditions 
and no direct comparison has bean madeo
Secondly)? Horcross and Openshaw^^^ clearly established the 
enhanced stability in nucleophilic displacement (and elimination) 
reactions of quaternary ainmonlum salts in which the qua ternary
group is part of a heterocyclic ringo Thus dime thy 
metuoxyphenylpiperidlnlum iodide is stable in water at 100^ 
and cmly the non=h@terocyclle quaternary groups of N-methyl^ 
ernetinetetrahydromethine dimethlodide is decomposed (by 
elimination) under these conditions (XCIX)o 
!, The stability of these cyclic quaternaries is ascribed 
- to inherent reversibility of the fission processg it being
suggested that in the case of the open-ehaln compound it is
possible for the two fission products to separate quickly to 
a distance sufficient to prevent recombination^ but with the
. fission of cyclic G«H liniis there is a restraint ©a such
séparatioUo
The use of the thiophenoKide „lon and e than ©la mine for 
the dealkylation of quaternary ammonium salts clearly depends 
on the high nucleophilicity and low basicity of these reagents 
which according to Hanhart and Ingold^^^ favour nucleophilic 
displacement at the expense of the competing elimination 
reactiono The use of e thanolamine in the dealkylation of 
quaternary salts (XCX) has* been studied in detail by Hunig 
and B a r I n  addition to its high nucleophilicity and 1 
basicity9 it offers the further advantages of being a good 
solvent for quaternary salts and possessing a reasonably high 
boiling pointo
In accordance with the foregoing discussion the décom­
position of aIky1trimeÈhylammonlum halides occurs'principally
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.CH H M©„X
M©0,
Me,
Et Et
CH
Et
H©
with the ellminÊitlon of the methyl groupSp unless the departing 
alkyl group is capable of forming a stable carbonium ion 
intermediate^ as for example if unsaturation is present in 
the alkyl chains (Table K )  a
CH.
CH.
OH
N
GH
HgHGHgGRg
Table
T
GH
HOCHgGHgmgM;
R
CCH^)^S » R 
S
formed,
(splitting of R) (Splitting
CIL CHgCH » CHg 99 1
C K C n  œ CH.CH^ 6 8 3 2
CH CH ® GHg 6 6 34
CH3 25- 75
c h Cc h ^)^ 12 8 8
CI^GH3 . 5 95
C1I.CH2CH3 5 95
CHgOHgGHgGH,. 2 98
GHyGH(GH3 )g 1 99
Similarly^ in aeeordanee with the ©xperienee of Norcross 
and Openshaw^^^ heterocyelle quaternary, ammonium group® tend 
to resist ring fission^ dieplacement of an alkyl group being 
favoured^ In general methyl.groups are displaced In,preforanc© 
to larger alkyl group© in accordance with the expaeted degree 
of delocaliBatiqn of positive charge from nitr©gen/'(&bl© % )o
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T A B L E  X
9fo 86%
E'fe Et
ÏÏ— Î.Î©
9 S %
IT <=» î,l@ Et
uThe behavlour of rro 11 ^  1 xi 1 viR e&lte (Gl) » howev&:?%»^ 1 %.
©omewtet mxcmulow in tlxat coaslde:^a&I& Ting flBBimi oee%rat
as -a result ©f displacement at the .ring bond a a opposed
to the houcl even in the sa3.t« Them®
maj 5?©sult par-tl^ y from mtërle Mndranc© to the a-ppFoach of the
attacking reagent to the l--^ GIi^  bond© which in the five
membered. ring -stFiioture will be in the ebllpsed (rather than
'the ©taSgered-as in ©1% rmmbarad rings) orientât ion© with
re epee t té tha li^ rdrogan atoBue ©f th@o<= carbon atcmso Pwther
the use of ©thaholaoiisie in large molar excess promotes displao©'
m©nt bj etlianolàmin© at the expense of displacement I thu#
txwthew^ inhibiting, th© p®esibill'ty of newer sal of the reaction
134"bj nation as pr Eorcpoas and Opemahaw %
%
© Me
mgOHgOiy
/ \
M© Me
•2'
W
M@gm:
fjj.
'"I "
E m i l g  m i â  B a r o i f  also reported t h &  û & Q Q ï ï } ^ o a l t l o n  o f  
M<=meti\yXmDrph:lBan metliioaiâ© (OIï) in ethanol ami ne in which 
ime%peet@d Hafsiam elimination is favouredo fhe apparent ariomalj
of this reaction 1$ possibly aceouD.ted for by the unusual 
stereochemistry of the morphinaasp though clearly the acidic 
nature of the henmyllc hydrogen is an important factor since
117
Hunig and Bar ©nr report a similar elimination for
phene thy 1 tr ime thy lammoni wi iodide (oIII) though in this case
elimination is accompanied by dlaplaeemento
GÆczGH ^ CHm 'V-
gHRGEgGHgme, 2%
The -stereochemistry of the morphlnan ie particularly 
favourable to an elimination ©Inc© the departing A-hydrogen 
and ammonium.' groups are trams and antiparallelp and the sterlc 
environment of the reacting centres are both uxifavoura'fol© to 
the establishment, of the necessary transition state leading to 
displacement and favourable to a relief of atex^ic hindrance 
by .-eliminatiosic.
11"?
These studies of Hunig and B a r o n h a v e  been extended
118
by Tomlta and T a l m m who have shown that In accordance with
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©2£p@©tation dialkylation of )-'laudanoBlne methiodide (GIY) 
gaTO (i)-laudanoaine in 80^ yields In the case of more complex 
■biscoclaurlne alkaloids thé yields of the tertiary bases 
corresponding to isotetrandrine methiodid© (C¥)p cycleanin© 
methlodlde (CVX) and insularine msthiodide (CVÎï) were in the 
SOfo regioBo
MeOM©0
M©
M@0M@0
Me
m
QM© OM©
OM©
M©
(QIY)
Me
OH GH,GH,
ÔM©
M@0
OM©
I
i'3'-Me
I
M@0^
T W  FeaetioB. prae©eded ©mootMy aaxl.-O© u-al 
durlh© was obtained Im mppFG%lmatel^ SQ% yield*
To a seer tala that fieaioii of the ring had not t 
when Of, O-dime thyltubœiâFaFim iûdid© wa® reflm%©d with ©thmmlrnilm
ultra-violet spectrum of the tertiary base O5O-dimethyl- 
tubocurine showed peaks maxo of 2 1 ? and 286 in the same 
ratio (ca 5 il) as the peaks in tubosurarine chloride \ m a % .
2 1 5 ïïijix and 2 8 6 mjx «
The cis-rnethine base (OFHA) resulting from a Hofmann ellmin« 
ation in laudanosine shows \  ma%«, at 215 and 294 m ^  in
the intensity ratiois^ of 2:1 as does 3?3 g4^4 -tetramethoxystilben© 
(CVH# X maxo 214 and 303 y  o
OMe
Ma
M@0
MeO
1@0
(CTOIi)
Pre parati on of (4-
DM© 
(C?I3B)
(-î=)“Tubocurine was obtained without difficulty in high 
percentage yieldo
Preparation of 0^ Q-dimethyltuboeuriae- from B^)«tubGcurlne with
To cmiplete the cycle and obtain fmother confirmation 
the identity of tubocurine^ the latter obtained from the 
ethanolamine reduction of (4-)-tubOGurarine chlcrid© was treated 
with dlazmethane in an attempt to produce Og 0-dlmethyltubo- 
eurin@0
Excess of olla^,omethane over a period of six days did not 
convert all the C-^)-tubocurine to its dimethyl ether» The 
separation of the two components was effected on alumina with 
elution by petroleum ether (40/60^) giving 0^0-dimethyltuboeuriœ 
iidentical to that produced by the action of ethanolarain© on 
Og 0-dlmethyltuboeur ai'lne iodide a ' ■
Quaternisation of OgO-dimethyltubocurine^ prepared from 
( 4- ) - tub Gcur In© and 'diatom# thane g with methyl iodide by the 
general method described for the preparation of^  quaternary halides 
yielded Og^dimethyl- (4^)-tubocurarine iodide g th© melting point 
and optical rotational values of which were slightly lower tkmn 
those of authentic materials However@ infra-red spectra were 
super imposable on infra-^^red spectra of the authentic materials 
The difficulty- of preparing bisb©n^.yltetrahydroisoquinoline 
quaternary compounds has been recorded by several workers and the 
material showed optical rotational values sufficient to excludeg 
along with ultra-violet evidence g the possibility of either 
Hofmann elimination or more than slight racemiMtiono 
Fission' of Diarvl Ethers with S odium and Liquid Ammonia =
and his ©©workers in 1937 demonstrated that
diaryl ethers (GXIXI) were cleaved by sodium and liquid ammonia
to yield a hydro©arb@n and a ,ph0n©lo it was established that 
in general only diaryl ether linkages are reudlly cleaved @ alkyl‘s 
aryl ether- linkages being &ugh more resistant to attack because 
one of the groups is saturated and in this ease the relevant
charge is not oh the carbon but on the oxygen«
/ \ \
0ÎA& \\ / / '—Oli \  / ()Me
m0
as:
The reaction may proceed by alternative pathways expressed
; ; , A ^ ^ A r H  •«• Ax* OH
Ar 0 Ar n
À B B " ^ A r O H  Ar H
The nature of the products depends upon whether fission 
occurs at A or B (CÏX) and in certain cases fission at 
both A and B (CIX) occurs simultaneously (vida infra)o
Birch ^3^ has proposed the following reaction meehani 
for the flBslon:'^
Ar 0 Ar 2e (Af OAr^) 4- (AfO -g- A%^
I 4 '  It
2H
Arli 4- Ar OH 'ArOH -î- 
The direction of cleavage Is decided by wiiichever transition 
state has the lower energyo From the fact that ArH (pE about 
37--hO} is a much weaker acid than ArOS (plC about 16-i^ lB)
Birch postulated the greater part of the emergy will be requirecl
C'T. 1 «“■
to form the carbanion Ar or Ar" g, or in other words the 
greater part of the energy of the transition state will be 
consimied by tho carbon système The relative stabilities
of the carbanioii Intermediates (Ar’"’ and Ar^“ ) (which of cour so 
determines the ultimate coin?ae of the reaction) should be largely
/(■f
determined by the snbstitnenta present on the rempeetlve 
aromatic moletime,, In practise this is fomid to he true 
the aryl groups containing'the greater number of electron 
withdrawing groups or containing the lesser number of electron- 
donating groups almost invariably makea a greater contribution 
to the formation of the hydrocarbon. Results pertinent to the 
effect of substituents on the direction of fission have been 
obtained by the examination of the products of cleavage of 
ungymmetr 1 cal diaryl ethers (Table H  ^119=^121^
0
R
w
^QH HO
Table XI Cleavage urMuctS-Of substituted diphenyl other
Substituent (Structure :.CX ) 
R
Yleld^ (structure GX) 
, A B
H H • 100 0
H 75 25
H 53 ■  ^47
39 61
H 0 100
H 1 99
H jl-OOOH 100 0
H #=GOOH 90
H 28 72
E A B
H m—'CH^ 38 62
H m-GOOH 6i( 36
CH^ m-CH^ hi 53
23 77
j>">0CH3 21 73
E “CH3 E “™ 2 0 100
h& 52
2 -OCH3 igj —HHq 8 92
The methoxyl group is the one substituent group so Tar 
examined (Table %I ) whose influence on r e d u c t i w .fission is 
not immediately obvious from its known electronic charaeter^ 
its action on diaryl ether fissions and on ary1-alkyl fissions 
depending on its position. An ^-niethoxyl is activating 
(charge-stabilising relative to hydrogen) and a jp-methoxyl 
is strongly deactlvatingo This double effect may be related to 
the known dual electronic character of the groupp but this would 
mean that in an o-position the inductive effect would predominate 
C Oî/ie and in a p-position the mèsomeric effect C - OMe■Si.-
which is unlikely, A more plausible explanation of this 
unexpected result is that hyperconjugation occurs wiith 
substituents which stabilises the charge by transferring It 
partially to the carbon of the methoxyl group as shown (CXi),
(on)
■0 OH
RR
.(cxn)
etHers
Substituents (Structure C1ÎI) Yiel^ ^
R
H
H
OGH^
=OCH^
■OCH3
m="OCH-
o-OCH
m-OCH.
E=OGH^
g--OCH^
A
33
24
8
1
B
45
76
99
J f j in~ , «T"u4M,wr I.d L-■
122In 1931 Tomita' showed that the presence of a phenolic 
hydroxyl substituent in the para or ortho positions to the 
ether link increases greatly the resistance of the ether link 
to cleavage by sQdiuni in liquid arnmoniao
80
{QUI!) (OXIV)
H(g attempted cleavage of diphenylexie dioxide (CXÎII) 
with sodium la liquid ammonia but found, that even with excess of 
sodium the reaction would proceed no further than the production 
of 2-hjdr©x^diphenyl ether (CXï¥)o
As a resultp Tomita^^^ then applied this reaction to 
2«hydroxydiphenyl ether "and h^hydroxydiphenyl ether and in 
both cases almost quantitative recovery of starting material 
resultedo -
As a parallel the cleavage reaction was applied by 
Torn!ta to phenoxthine (GX¥) when the oxygen linkage similarly 
remained unbroken and only the sulphur, linkage'was cleaved 
yielding 2-mercaptodlphenyl ether (CX¥I.)o
SE
(CX¥I)
Replacement of sodium by potassium for the cleavage 
Ïof UdU^«dimethyl<=^2«’methoxydiphexiyl ICX¥II} M
ammanlm produced Identical \rk%U both iilkali metals
esEcept that the remctios m B  m o m  vigorm ë  with potaaslmo
aEî© 'Ke
(OXVII)
3 9*'2>
Substituents earn be classified into two groups"""'^ 
according to whether they strengthen or weaken the linkage 
between oxygen and the substituted phenyl groupe against 
cleavage o The • sub at 1 tuent e arranged in order .of. their Increas­
ing bond strengthening effect ares p <=OMep
and Substituante'arranged In the ordar of their
decreasing bond weakening effect ares m-OMap o-OBiep m===COOBa 
and jy-GQQMao
Manske^^*^ re cognised the suitability of the metal/ ammonia 
reactionp ©specially for elucidation of th© structux^e of 
alkaloids with'diaryl ether llnlcagesp and in 1950 confirmed 
the structure of eularln© (GXVIII) by this method^ (sé© @v©r)o
I n  the following year and his- coworkers applied
the rnetal/ammonia reagent to tte bisbangyltetrah^/'droispguinoliri© 
alkaloids which in general-.are cleaved into two bensyliso- 
quinoline fragments of known or easily determined structure 
thus permitting ■ the elucidation of the struotur.eB of à nw*nb©r 
of these ^ompoundSo The optical rotation of the cleavage 
products gives- -thé relative orientation of the asymmetric 
centraso F o W  distinct groups of b 1 scoclaur 1 alkaloids with
mMMeO MeO
HO
MeO
80
OM®
OM©
M/
(CXVÏIÏ)
OOOH
€0014
OBÎ®
01©
MeO
s.
diaryl liiUtages have been studied in this wa^'
I The TetçMdrin© Group
Alkaloids of tha tatrandrine group have the general structure 
(GXÏX)o The structure of representative alkaloids of this 
group 1# shown in Table XIII^
Cepharanthine also belongs to this group but has a 
6 g7-methy 1 ened 103Kjr group in the tetrahydroiBoguinoline (a)p 
the remaining oxjgen substituents being fully .methylatedo
m,
OH
0
OH, m
0
(CTII)
TmiE XIII
Eg
te M®
M® H
Me île
M e Me
H Me
Alkaloid© of the 
tetrandrin© group
ieo te trand Tin® 
herhamiiae 
tetrandrine 
phaeanthine 
fangehi no1lae
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With the exception of fangehlnollnep herbamlne and cepharanthine^ 
alkaloids of this group yield only two productsp B-^methyl-* 
coclaurina (CXX) and O-metiriylarmepÉivine (CXXl) thus showing 
that fission occurred exclusively at A and B in formula (CXXÏï)^
(OIIII)
HO
OH
85
Alkaloids containing froe phenolic hydroxyl gronpa@ Ilk©
the simpler  ^compound S' (ylA® ■ & are more difficult to
cleave because of phenoxide formation* Thus fangchlnollne
( 0X1X g ) is u m S î e Q t e û  h j metal Ammonia reagents
'
and in t'' - berbamine Bg^E) @ne dipWmyl .
ether linkage is protected by the adjacent free phenolic group 
so that fission with sodium and liquid ammonia produces a 
base of the dauricine type (CXXIIl)* 0-Methylberbamin® Is 
cleaved into the two expected benaylisdquinollne fragments*
OM©
OM© HO
GH,GH
■0
OH
(OXXIIl)
II The
8(S
OR
(ora¥)
As shown in the general strheture ( C M I V  ) there is a 
close relationship between the alkaloids of the oxyaeanthirie gronp 
and. those of the tetrandrine group involving primarily a change 
in the position of the ether linlcage connecting the benzyl 
moieties of the two coclaurine unitso
Alkaloids of this group are listed in Table XITc 
This group also includes the closely related epistephanine 
(GXXVp H s H) and hypoepistephanine (CXXVg R=sMa)o
Fission of the fully methoxylated oxyacanthine. alkaloids 
(CXXIV) with sodium and liquid ammonia re suit Sg, as might be 
predicted^ in cleavage exclusively at C and D (OXXl¥Ji o
a?
<Sà'Bm ÏIY%a^i;cTvn:22'^
StTOe i w ^  ( CXXIV) 
1 ^2 %
Alkaloids of t he 
o^yaoanthiae group
üe II tl© ©i:yacanthiae
me E Me répandin©
H H Me armolin©
E E H
1
daptoolin©
H Me H daphnand ri n®
MeOCM©
CM©
CH
CH
lîlo I©ochoadodendrisi© Grou
îii**  ^ r w .rg-.^ ■^ iL J .'■_ .>^1 ------- - ----  •*,*■■».,.Æ afj= ta % w%LcÆrcjj..&ZüL
T M b  group includes the alkaloids cyoleanine (CXXVIg, 
RlSsR^ ïssRjssR^ ï^sMe) 9 protoeus^ldine (CXXVIg RgsR^ssH^ R^sR^=sMe)^j 
iBochond©d®nd7?ine (CXXVIp R^sR^i^Me) and isoneo^
protocirridine (CXX¥Ip
The cleavage of the fulla^ methylated cycleanine with sodlom 
and liquid aiiîmonia produced arrnepavinefciXXYlA) aa tfche sole produet 
consistent with fission having occurred at S and F (CXXVï)o 
Methylated isoohondodendrina (GXXVI p R^sR^ssR^sR^^ssMe) the only- 
other alkaloid of .this group to have been examined on similar 
treatment yielded the same producto 
The _Gurine Or©up»
Representative alkaloids of this group are
1
(CXXTII)
09
c urine (CXXllIg Rg-R-^sMe) chon<âôeurine (CXKTII ^
B/i6p and the quaternary derivative tuhocurarine (GXXIFIÎI)
MeO
HO M©
CH,
OH
Me'
(GXXVÎÎI)
12>
OpO“Dimethyl-(‘-)«’Curine and OpO™dimethyl«(^)='eh'ôndo,curiîxe 
with sodium and arrjmonia gave 0«metliylarmepavine- (CXXX) as the 
non-phenolle product and as the phenolic product H-methyl- 
coclaurine (CXX) as a result of fission at G and H in structure 
(CX>TFI) respectlvelyo These observations are in accordance 
with an empirical rule formulated by Tomita^**^^ p which stated 
that cleavage of bisbenzylisoquinollne alkaloids always yields
bases of the coclam^lne t,ypa« That this should' be so in 
OpO=>dimethylcurinè' (CXXVIIp and OpO-dimethjl-
ehondocurine (CXXVII® is not lînmediatelj obvious
since the known effect #f ortho-methoxyl substituent a 
OR^ and OR2 should make cleavage at H and J oqeally J)ro'babl©o 
Reductive fiselon of OpO‘==»dlmethyl<=='(-^  )-’tubocurinep
In the present work fission of a benssene-^toluene solution 
of 0 p0-dlmethyl-(4- )-tubocurine• (C M ¥ 1X g ) uith
8odium-11 quid ammoKila and séparatiœ into non-phenolic
and phenolic portions afforded brown syrupsp neither of which
1
could be induced to crystalllsco
Thln^layer chromatography showed, the presence of two 
constituents in the non-phenolic fraction and three in the 
phenolic fs^actioHp a-result which is at variance in general 
with the empirical rule of Tomita and in particular with the
1 OR
results of Kidd and V/alker (vide supra) from so'dium-amrnonia 
cleavage of OgO-dlmethyl-(-)-curlne nnd 0 D0-dlm6t^iyl-(4')- 
ehondocurine in benïsene ■ solutiono
Since Op 0-dimethyl tubocurine and 0 g g-'d ime thy 1 ehondocurine 
are identical and further since both these substances differ 
from OpO-dimetiiylcurin© only in the arrangement about the 
optical centres^ 0 ^0-dlmethy11ubocurine would have been expected 
a priori to yield solely (-î-)-O-meth^j'larmepaviBe and 
methylcoclaurlne‘as the respective non-phanolic and phenolic 
products of fissiono..
Criticism could perhaps be levelled at Blok and Cle^y 
on their cleavage with sodium and liquid aomonia of OpO- 
diffiethyl-(<^ )-curine and 0 ^0-dimethyl-(^ )-chondoc\irine whicfc
prepared by méthylation of curl ne and ehondocurine 
respectively with dia^omethane producing In both ea'ses ©llSo 
which could not he crystallised and which were not examined 
for. purityo Further of the cleavage products only crystalline 
material was reported and the remainder was not examined^
Again ther_; was no report of any imreacted starting material 
which should be present as the total weight of phenolic and 
non^phenplic'methlodldes was less than the weight of the 
OpO«,dimethylci3rina initially usedo Finally^ no mention 1$ 
made of the. yield of phenolic material fr-om the reductive 
cleavage of OpO-dimethylchondoewlneo
IpR
Simllarr, criticism Is not applicable to Kidd and 'Valicer" 
who showed their starting.materials to'be chromatographically 
homogeneous .by paper-chromatography« They were also cognisant 
of the fact that inhomogeneity of cleavage could also occuro 
Thusp on careful .examination of the reaction "products from .the 
cleavage of 0 p 0-dImethy 1 curIne in ben2:ahe-toluen©p they noted 
the presence in the non-phenolle fraction of imreacted starting 
materialSj, and reported the phenolic fraction to bè homogeneous 
by paper chromatographyo
In a similar reductive cleavage of phaeanthine (0X1%^
<É
in toluane-baMesie both the non-phenolic fraction g a non- 
crystal line brown syrupg and the phenolic fraction which on 
recrystallisation from benzene gave g=methyleoclaui'lnep v/ere 
proved by paper-ohroniatography ■ to be .homogeneous^
The phenolic portion which was obtained by the fission, of 
OsO^dimetJayltutoocurlne (CÏWIIA) wss chroma to- 
jTaphed on alumina ■Qslng 'benzene and 1% methanol In 'beasene as
A fraction was isola tec! having prop art lea agreeing 
closely with those of laudanidine (CXXA)g g - m e t h y l o o c l & u r (CIX) 
was also Isolated with difficulty and identified by comparison 
with authentic materials The third phenolic compound ’ waB
not obtained crystalline but by deduction could only bê the 
complementary component to laudanldlnep 1-(h-='hydroxybenzy 1 )«
2«-m©thy 1-6«metho3cy-lp2 p3 e4 -tetrahydroisoguinoline (CXXIX) «
The yields were very low possibly duo to adsorption on the cdlwnn.o 
A further difficulty in effecting separation was elution of the 
second component before the previous one has been completely 
removed from the columno
Me — F
(GIXÏ)LleO
cn
(ÜXX7IIA)
CXZIX)
0 9 0-aime thy 1- ( h ) tubo eur ixie a 1 ong wl th ( -O-m© thyl@3;si©pavim# . 
Attempts to aapax'ate the two components by column chroirial.opraphy 
resulted In isolation of only the Ot,0--dimethyltubocurine.j the*•> era ' ‘
0-methjlarmepavlne being always contaminated with 0 p 0« d ime thy I*- 
tuboeurineo
Separation was then attempted on thick thin-layer chroma-» 
tography using 10^ methanol in chloroform as the developing 
solvent and plating out the non-phenolic syrup heavilyo 
Trailing of the upper aomponent interfered with separation of 
the component with Rp-^0<?30 which was identified as O^-methjl^ 
armepavina by comparison on thin-layer ahromatography with the 
non-phenol1G fraction obtained from the sodium and liquid 
ammonia cleavage of phaeanthlneo
Evidence for the non-homogeneoua fission (!« eo fission 
at G and at both ÎÏ and J) ( GX)(VII) la provlded by Kidd and
"I p R
b’alker,"'- When O^O-^diAnethyl-^C-)--cuisine was similarly 'reduced
In clloxan solution they obtained one non-phenol le product which 
on treatment with methyl iodide gave crystalline (-)-"O-methy 1- 
arme pa vine raethiodld©o Paper chroma to rTn.phy of the phenolic 
products showed two compounds which were successfully separated 
by fractional crystallisation and column eliromatograpliy and 
Identified as (-)-N-methyl, c o d  a urine (cxx) and {-)-laudanidi:ae 
( CXX%pR^=Hf, Rp-OH) o Mo trace of the phenolic material
^2 '^ 3 g 1©
(CTiCIIl/ cooij)l©meot.ary to laudanidine was observed^
Cleavage of phaeanthine by sodium and liquid ammonla^
Phaeanthine was subjected to cleavage by sodium and liquid 
ammonia to obtain 0-methylarmepavine willcb it was intended tc
use to authenticate 0«methylarmepavine obtained from the 
cleavage of OpO-dimethyltubocurineo
Kidd and Walker cloavdd phaeanthine (CIXÎÏ) in dioxan 
with sodium and liquid ammonia and obtained
in crystalline condition^. The phenolic fraction afforded two 
compounds one of which was ( . « , ) C03Dl)oT.he 
second phenolic fragment could not be positively identified 
though it was proved to be neither corpaverine (CXXX^ R^=sOH,9 
Rg-H) nor laudanosine. ( C X X X j j R ^ - O H )  and by exclusion e o u M  
only have been the dihydric phenol 1-(3-hydroxy-4-methoxybenzyl)- 
2'^ m^ethyl-G laethozy-B-hyd ro%y-l ©2 ^3 94--tetrakydTOlsoq.ulnolin®
Ccra,> E.|“Hg^OH)o
(cm)
( o m i )
WIe— 1
Me
OMe
M © ~ I OM©
(GH)
t'lZi
î.teo ^
îfeO
(dxxi)
In the present work phaeanthine was reduced in tDluen@<= 
benzene b^ sodium and liquid ammoniac Two non^phenolic materials 
and three phenolic substances were observed on thin-^lajrer 
chromatography of the products^ the intensity of two spots of 
the phenolic components being very much less than that of the 
third spoto The non-pheholic material was identified by thin-^ 
layer chromatography as consisting of starting material as 
shown by comparison chromatographicaXly with an authentic 
sample of phaeanthine and by exclusion 0->methylarmepavine 
(QXXI) although-satisfactory separation could not be achieved 
on a quantitative scaloo
The phenolic portion» dissolved in benzene» on standing 
deposited crystals identified as N'^-methylcoclaurine (CXX)o 
This material was then used to positively identify the g- 
methylcoclaurine (CXX) obtained from fission of 0»0^dlmetiiyl-=
(-t-)«’tuboeurina ( o The experiment also proved that one 
ether link in pteeanthine underwent non-^homogeneous cleavage 
(^o6o fission at A» B and A» Z (CXXIX) ) in agreement with
that the meta-me.fchoxyl has no effect on the point 
of cleavage (see Table ^  ) and contrary to the results of
Tomi ta'130 and' Kidd and Walker 125
When OffO^ -dimethyli-BociionclodendFin© (cyelaanina) (GXX¥I»
125
R s^:R^ :sH^ ssR^ :s:M©) was reduced 'by Kidd and Walker" ’ in dioxan 
solution with sodium and llquld_ amrionla the product» In 
agreement with Pujlta and Murai^^^ was essentially (-)^arme- 
pavine (CXXVI A)«
■/évidence of two further substances was also reported as 
shown by two spots on paper chromatogramso However» no 
satisfactory Gibb^ s reaction was observed» although the product 
of any other mode, of fission than, that giving (<^)-armepavlne- 
would have been unsubstituted In the pg.ra^position to a phenolic 
hydroxyl groupo
vyhy» therefore», we should obtain similar results when 
the tertiary bas.e. is dissolved in benzene^-toluene to the résulté 
obtained by others -using dioxan as solvent la at present not 
©bviouso
Further proof that diaryl ether links split on both
't 2T
sides of the oxygen- has recently been, obtained by Dj era sal '
1 Ofô
and his coworkers and by Beasho o It was shown that several 
fractions resulted from the potaseiivn-liquid ammonia cleavage 
of 0-methylpllocerelne (C^CXXI^ R-^Ma)c The substitution of 
potassium for sodium was shown to have no other effect on the 
reduction than that of making the reaction more vigorouso 
Cleavage of the ethyl ether (ü^ JDOCÏ^  R ^ K )  produced isopllocereine 
(GXXllî) and the fragments a» bp c and d
4^ if
0M(
M©
,0M(
Me
MeO
■lieHO
© RsOE'&p R^s 
d R^Hp R.^Qi
3 )  ^ aleo cleaved ieopiloeereine (CTXXÏI) in ether 
with sodium and liquid a m o n l a  and found that the ether link 
cleaved on hoth aides of the o x y p e n atom resulting in three 
compound e ^ l«lsohutyl-2-methyl^ô g7-dimethoxy-1 © 2 p5 @4-tetrahydro- 
isoquinoline (CXXXIV) ^  l-iso’butyl«2-methyl-^6«methoxy-7-hydrosy-’ 
102p3 p4-tetrahydroiaoqulnoline (CXXXV)p and 1-isobutyl-2«methyl* 
6-îïiethoxy-ljÿ2p3 p4**tetrahydroisoquinoline (CXXX\Œ)« îîo mention 
is mad Op however ^ of 1-1 so butyl-2 -methyl-G p7'-dimethoxy-8-' 
hydro2cy-lp2 o3 p4-tetrahydroisoquinollne (GXXXVII) p the product 
eompleme ntary to (CXXXVI)@
0M@
c
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W i t h e  la .lS3k ob ser v@a that the molecular ro tat lorn of 
Ip2o3 i?U^tetrah,ycIr©lsoguiholine hases anâ 8
mf bgr tte p@te^'ty Of tto Im
which the observationB were made and farther that for © series 
of aolvont.s of’ Increasing poXai?i,tj/the'optical rotations of the 
"bases having the same absolute configuration were shifted in the 
sane ■ directlono a eonwëmleht ncthod'for the 118l%aent
of the conf if oration of related conpounde of i.u'ihnm?n
Gtereoohemisfiiy was introducedo
The c o n f  Ig e ^ ra t io n  o f  t l i^ ^ lh e n s y la r : : !n e  {CXa X W H  ■J~aÎ
R-H) and ( «, ) thylheng;ylamlne
eotahlished by chemical mean© and from opt ioal me .retirements it 
was found that both showed a marked poeitiv© shift, in the 
.direction of rotation as solvent polarity was inerea®ééo
M m
Ql
(->)«T©traJaydropapav@rin©. (CX.)ffijQ" R-H) and (<- )^-laudaD.OBlne 
e Iso ©xhihltmd the same direction of shift and 
their a"bso/lut© configuration was shown .by Corrodi and Hardeggal 
to ■ correspond with the absolute configuration of 
phanylethylamln© (GXX%F%I%g^E^E )o Thus a positive shift in 
rotatloh "brought about by increasing the polarity of the solvent 
was taken ae a strong indication that the basa in hand had 
the absolute .stereochemistry shown (D) and a negative shift
.00
was taken as evldemae for the antipodal ®tpuetwe
[©0
a
The deteraiination of conformation hy -thle method was not 
so successful when applied to more complex etructures such as 
the morpMne'^codeine hases and Beckett and have quest lone c
the validity of assigning the configuration© of certain molecules 
on the •'basis of this methodo From optical rotation measurements 
(Table W )  on compoundm of the methadone iois} and phenadozone 
iQJsl) series, they showed the dis similarity in rotational 
change with polarity of solvent which occurred in these compound 
in which only the .substituents of the carbon atom 8  to the 
asymmetric centre differed® ■ Opposite effects occur for compoimds 
of not too dissimilar group typesg Cog® ketone-^^amide and ketone » 
ester (Tahl@
lÙl
However ^ it would seem* reaeomble to use dependene@ of 
moXeoular rotation on polarltlr of solvent (using one wavelength) 
in x'elating oonfigurationi ©foloeeiy related compounde of type 
(CIj) and (CLI) in which only ...a basic group is altered ^ provided 
a number of correspendinp; member# of each series are available^ 
configurational identity within each eeriea 1® eatahllehcd and 
a conal©teno 3^ of patterns observedo
1*0 prove the usefulness of the method ^ Battereby and 
TOP
Edwards" “ obtained the results shown in i?ëble Z?I and deduced^ 
as did Beckett and that the method feasible
if kept to the following liraitationes (I) a number of 
corresponding members of each series are available § (2)
configurational identity within each series ie established g
© gg ■
■
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(;) a conaiateccy of rotational change pattern io observed » These 
views are confirmed by the independent information on the absolute 
stereocheffiiotry of certain members of this aeries obtained by 
chemical degradation to compounds of known absolute stereochemistry
Table XyC MoleculaV Rotations in different solvents.
Compound I
CeHe
Solvent 
CHClj EtOH à-HGl
( «i. ) ^Sal sol id i ne -3.33^ -123° -57°
t hy 1 sa 1 sol idine -115° -55° + 17°
( - ) -Dlhy dr 0“-N-me thyl- 
sal solidineme thine
-244° -175° -20°
D-(+ )«>N“*iSthylsal80lldino +14° +18° +20° +30°
)-Calycotamine . «=. 0° +6° +25°
«.) ^Anhalonine -124° -106°
])<=:.(-) ^Lophophorine -111° ' CP -44°
Optical Rotation measurements on the nroduets from sodlum/llguld 
ammonia cleavage of 0»0-dimethyl-(+ )^tuboctirine^
Optical rotation measurements on laudanidinej^ obtained from 
fission of 0»0«dimethyl-(+)-tubocurine^in benzene chloroform and 
methaholg show a positive shift in rotation in solvents of increas­
ing polarity (Table XVil) indicative of the D-configurationo 
N‘*methylcoclaurlne from the same source on the other hand showed
i
a negative shift v/hen polarity of the solvent was increased 
indicating the L-configuratlono These results correspond with the 
fact that centre A (CLÎX) has the D=configüration and that centre 
B(GÎ»ïî)has the L^conflguratloïio
s / f t .
ï  A  B  l i  E  m aCstâs.»
Tim assignment of absolute etei^eoehemistry to the two 
optical' centres of 0 g Ime thy 1 - ( -4- ) - tu b o o ne by cleavage to 
( «, ) c:.%and an id 1 n@ and b- (-t-) -E-methyleoelaurlne therefore providea 
independent experimental confirmation of the absolute stereo'-- 
chemistry assigned to the ( ) - tube ourar Ine molecule by Tomi ta 
and Kunimoto^®{5 which therefore may be correctly represented 
as (OLll ) o
m
m O E
Mm
Olim
Halides frem a ad
^ <=>
The synthesis of 0-alkylat@d derivatives of tuboeuraFine 
a n d ’its isomers has been reported and their potencies compared 
with the CQFFesponding quaternary compoimds o The availability 
of the naturally oscurring tertiary base (-^ )-chondoeurIne has 
permitted the preparation of quaternary salts substituted on the 
M-atom with ethyl and benzyl groups instead of methylo The 
relative potencies of these ethers derived from «tubocurarin© 
and its isomers are summarised in Table 3EVIIIo 
Table XVIII Relative potencies of ethers derived from 
tmbaewarlne and its isomers (rat dlapteagm test).
G omp ound Structure (§M i l )
Rotation of 
optical ©entre Potency
Hi H2 ^3 (a) (b)
C>)«Tubocurarine Me H H
■
1.0
Og 0« Dime thy 1« (<-)« 
tubocurarine
Me Me Me c=s 8.7
Og 0“ Die thyl« 
tubocurarin© Me Et Et 1.9
Og 0«Dl«n«butyl« (-^ )« 
tuboeurarine Me n«Bu a«Bu "2« t-o 0.09
Qg 0«Dib©niyI« (-^ )« 
tubocurarin© Me GHgPh GHgPh C5D 0.07
(*fi*)«Gurarin© . Me H H 4k *v* 3.5
Og 0«Dimethyl« (•>)« 
©uraria© . Me Me Me
(=)-Gurariae Me H H « « 1.3
Og Or Dime thyl« («} « 
©urarine Me Me Me 3.3
Gompoimd Structure (^t»III)
Rota Ci on of 
optical cenbre P otenc
- G h oad oc ur a r i ne
R g E - D i. e t hy 1 c h ond c 
cm"
N« Dib@ ngy1c h on
l-I
H Me
'K \
î.irs3S5r_^ '
The position of methcmyl substituents appears significant 
since (-^j'-ehondecurarine Is three times as potent as (+)- tube 
eurarineo Similarly, the number of methoxyl substituents appear 
to influence activity as is demonstrated by a comparison of 
potencies of D»dime thy].-^  ) « tub oeur ar ine and (+ ) « tub ocurar ine
and OtO-dlmethyl-(-^)»curarine and (-)-curarineo«IS3 Ù \) </ Si (/
Kalow^ has demonstrated a reduction in the potency o 
tubocurarine as pH increased and Cavallito^^ has therefore 
suggested that the lower activity of (+)'*-tubocurarine as comppref 
with its dimethyl ether may be ascribed to twitterion formation /
the former arising froij) the presence of the phenolic h\"dro%^ 1
' I
group in the molecule; this however fails to explain the low p o . 
of the di^n-butyl and diben&.j'l ethers of (+) - tub ocurar i ne o
The effect of variation of onlum group substitution'ham oh':' 
been investigated in (-$')-chondocurine and this study has been 
limited to the ethyl and bengyl Quaternaries. The -ethyl
derivative is equipotent and the benzyl one fifth as potent aj
) « t ub oc ur a r In# «
10?
m? emlum groi&p Mi3
W - «  a%#. thl0 m%u%' #0^ '^
b#em %e # a  at&^l aW. g%ate:^ aa@"l00«9 tka;
âwl%#lw4m %#&Bg <mqalp^D#emÈ » é  #&# mm
a© (-s- All^latiês #m'#g8m li&
mM. :^ 0^0mlÈ Im a &m %&e mWi®
E#w#w#%p^ m m h œ  ©f © o m p ù m m û m  s?©Iat©â t© W m
meele# iMmeatlgmte# i® -tG@ email %@ 
amF at'^ em^ pt W m  ma&0 M
t h m  ©emblmmtlem @f smâ
$# ©ttsêf tte ©f' tWm@ % m à me&lf l©m % i m%0 #lw^@eë f w ^ m i
#mdh ©th#rt, % w w ê m  thl# @m# a 0#Bl#0 q%âat#r%mg^ i#!âa
mm# pMpareâ®
Pmltoiîmr^ which Imwelweâ Wmr^âmg W m
bm # 0  with the reqaiwd mliqfl îmliÂm at S5 g^> lasimg e©
'&@ all^l h m l â â ^ f w  1& ^ 3 hee^ g redite# Im, t W  prodœt;Wm éf 
haliêee Im m%m»# amâ Im w r y  lew y l $ M
except &m tte mm m m @f mlkg/Cl w l i l &  f m m m û  thm
mppMp2P&mte quat©rmmr^@
ef th# f e w  #@rl©@ #f qumtwmary hal&d^gs 
tîm abeTO tertiary %m@©@ #m# by hemtlmg th@
I m n m  at f#r i &@## wA%& tlie requlmlW mlkyl I m M û m  mm  
0#lw#mt<e llh© gmter^mry was f%l%m^®(i eff am&
warnh©# 8©plem©ly with # t W r  te r^mew# mmy % w w @ t W  tertiary b a m
M©0^
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Ultra-violet apeetra were recorded on an Optica Oofo ho 
Infra-Red spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Infracord 
327 and Infracord 237<*
Laver Chromatogri 
Thin lav'cr chromatography was used t© identify and to 
detect the products of the sodium and liquid ammonia fission 
of biscoclaurin© alkaloldsc..
The plates were coated with aluminium oxide (Caraag)
(0o33 mmo ) using a Gama g Wpreader* The quantity of alumina 
was 10 go per plate slurried with 10 mlo of watero'- After 
spreadingg the plates were allowed to dry for 20 mlno in the 
atmosphère before activation by héhtlhg for 6-10 hr@ at 130^-
160®.
The developing solvent was 10^ methanol in chloroform 
both solvents being dried® ' Tile developing tank (23 cm® hlghi? 
llo 3 cm® .diameter) was lined with Whatman No& 1 paper and the 
solvent added till a depth of Do5 cm® was attained and the tank
j
then sealed and allowed to equilibr.a te® The ascent of the 
solvent was limited by a trough drawn across the plate 10 cm® 
from the spot of the irjaterial which in turn is 1 cm® from the 
ba^e of the plate© The time taken for the solvent to reach 
the 10 cm® mark was 30-35 minutes®
The plate on remotal from the developing tanis was dried in
the atmosphere and spràyed with a modified Dragandorff®s
1
Reagent? the spots appearing as a bright orange©
^ Dragendorff®8 Reagents- Bismuth oxynitrate (0©85 g©) was 
dissolved in water (101 ml© ) and glacial acetic acid flO ml.')»
potassiüîfi iodide (25 go) in water (50 ml«) wae added aid the 
mixture s h a k e A n  aliquot (5 mlo) of this solution was add'ed 
to glacial acetic acid (10 ml©) and made up to 50 mis® with water,
Alumina Golumn©®
The alumina used was Woehlm neutral alumina (Activity 
Grade 1)©
Liquid 'Ammonia was obtained commercially in high pressure 
cylinders and in moat eases used directly without farther 
purificatiorio Bed la ti H a t  ion v;h©re indicated wae effected by 
allowing the liquid ammonia to evaporate at room temperature 
and recondenelng in iT-tuhe® placed in a mixture of solid carbon 
dioxld© and acetone© ■
(4*)--Tubocurarine chloride, was obtained from Biarroughs Wellcome 
and used without further purification©
Phaeanthine was obtained commercially m©p© 161 (literature 
give® 161^)o On thin layer chromatography it showed as a single 
spot on. a praying with Bmgendorff ® ® Reagent and wae used 
without further purificatioBo
Dlazomethane was prepared from £-toXyl^ulpli©myl;m@thyloitropamld@ 
(4o93 go) dissolved in ether 70 mlo) followed by the addition 
of potassium hydroxide (O08 go) in 96^^ ethanol (25 ml®)J 
A further 25 ml© of 9 6 ethanol was added to remove the 
precipitate which formed^ The ethereal solution of diazomethane 
( 50mlo) was distilled over and used when freshly prepared© 
Melting points were taken on a hot-stage microscope si 
uncorrectedo ' .
0 9 0-Dime thy 1 tubociirar ine 1 Ddide ; _ o
(^)-Tubocurarine chloride (5^28 go) was dissolved i 
mixture of ethanolic potassium hydroxide (55 ml©p 0©5N) and. 
methyl Iodide (7 ml©) and heated for 2 hours at ?0® © The 
solution was redueed to small bulk (ca 10 ml©)p cooled and the 
resultant solid (6©7 g®) collected by filtration© The solid 
material was redissolved in water (200 ml©) and reprecipitated 
by the addition of potassiuiTi iodide (0©9 go ) yielding OpO- 
dimetiiyltubocurarin® iodide (6©27 g o )
mopo 266^ ^ 179^ (c lo3 in MeOH) Literature
m.opo 266^ 172® (£ lo02 in MeOn)
Co 0°Dimethyltubocurine from 0©0-dimethyltubocurarlne iodideo 
1 o Re due tion with 1 ithium aluminium hydride©
Lithium aluminium hydride (2©08? g© ) in tetrahydrofux’an 
(75 mlo) was,refluxed for 1 hour and 0»0-dimethyltubocurarine 
iodide (5© 2? g©) was added in powder form© The mixture was 
refluxed with continuous stirring until the evolution of 
ma thane ceased ( ca 1 hour) © The reaction-.mixture was cooled 
in an ice-bath and the excess of lithium aluminium hydride 
decomposed by the addition of water (9 mid) and 20% sodium 
hydroxide (I©5 ml©) amd the solution filtered© The filtrate 
was acidified with hydrochloric acidp reduced to small voluiii® 
(ca 15 ml©) and the tertiary aminé liberated by addition of 
sodium hydroxidj and extracted with ethér (3 x 50 ml©)© The 
combined extracts, were dried over Na^SO^^p filtered and 
evaporated to a brown syrup' (98 mg© ) which on purification 
by elution on an alumina column (12 g© p 1 x 10 cm©) with
benzenep afforded a yellow material (80 mg«)s m©p© 90^ ©
3
2» Dealky la tion by ethanol ami ne
O^O-Dlmethyltubocurarine iodide (1©18 g©) in .ethanelamine 
(60 ml©) was refluxed for 45 minutesp the solution cooled and 
an aqueous solution of p otassim hydroxide ( 1© 14 g© in 30 ml©) 
added© The alkaline solution was extracted with petroleim 
ether (h©p© hO - 60^ *, total volume 1© 5 ï»p)© The combined 
extracts v/ere dried and evaporated to dryness to yield
OcO-dlffleth.yltubociirine^ (0.402 g. « 58^), m„p. 98°.
G ^ 3 d -Î- 168° (c 1.25 InMeOH). R^ , = 0.89
max. 215 and 286 m/t.
Pounds Gp 12ok% Hp 6,b 3| Mg %
requires Gg 72o4; Hp 6o6| Mg 4oh3 %
38 42 ^ ^ ^ .
ion o.t
Tubocurarine chloride (0©8 g») in ethanolamine (10 ml©) 
was refluxed for 1 houTp the solution cooled and solid carl 
dioxide added© The resultant precipitate was extracted with 
etheug dried (NagSO^)^ evaporated to dryness and then dried in 
a vacuum pistol over phosphorus pentoxide at 62^ to yield 
(> )-tiibocurine (0©5l g® ^ m©p© l6h «
[ p L ] y  ^ 3.55° (e 1 in CH3OH). - | > O d ^  + 1#
(c 0« 5 in Oo IE fiCl) 72^ (c Oo6? in pyridine)
Poundg Ng ho9% Equivalent (titration) 298 
requires Mg h©7% Equivalent (titration) 2 9 7 5
Og Oï»M me thyltubocur ine from ( i- ) -tubocurine*
Tubocuriïie (O© 153 ) was dissolved in ether (15 ml© )
and methanol (5 ïbIc. ) and to the solution was added i%ti
: cj/c'.v-‘i:a.L :?.. 4'_L:. I:.A. o d%a".(:L c {i \ ,ju ,^'f -
1 1 3
methjlurea) and the mixture was left standing 3 days at room 
temperature© A similar quantity of ethereal diasomethane 
wa© added and the solution -left for a further 3 days© The 
excefâB of dlazomethane vm© evaporated to leave a yellow powder 
whloh showed two components on thin layer chromatography©
Separation of the two components was achieved by chroîna^” 
tograp&y on a eolumh of alumina (12 g©j> X cm© % 10 cm©) in. 
petroleum ether (b© p© 40 - 60®) and using the same solvent a© 
eluant 12 fractions of 10 ml.© were taken g 1 - 8  Bhowihg one 
spot on thin layer chr omatography (R^ = Rp of 0 £?0-dime thyl­
tubocur ine s> io e© Oo 89) © When fractions 1 - 8  were bulked and 
evaporated to dryness the material obtained was identieal to 
0 p0-dimethyltub€>curine in m©p© ahd infra-red spectrurri© The 
remaining fraction showed two eohiponents^ Rp ss 0© 89 and 
E s^ 0o?8j? the second spot being identical to tub o eur In©
(Rp -Oo?8 } ■
CleaTOE® of 0s,0“dimcit2xvl=-(i)“>tubocnjfiae toy sodium in .1:eqg^jy!7gfc-jE^yr^-ri^'*rr>T»^r' -‘'!Lrj.-x [i. , .in zLW «TÏI ,f_j;ri-ii''\'TW.'.'.V'iJir'.tVgZa
mgmonla©
jQ.pû-==Blmethyltuboeiarinè (12 g© ) in toluene/banzene 
40 mlo) was added dropwise to liquid amnonla (400 ml©) containing 
a sm8.11 piece of sodium^ and more sodium was added whenever 
the blue colour fadedp until the reaction was complete as 
judged by the blue colour 'being relatively stable for 30 - 40 
minutes (total -sodium %: 1©2 g©)© After spontaneous evaporation 
of the' ammoniap water was added and the aqueous layer separated 
from the organic layer© The organic phase was washed' with 2% 
sodium hydroxide (2 x 25-ml© ) dried (MgigSO^) and the solvent- 
removed t© yield the broWn non-phenolic eyrup (O©585 K
;
combined alkaline solutions were carbonated with solid 
carbon dioxide and the precipitate which formed extracted with 
ether (4 x 250 ml©)© The ethereal extracts"were'dried 
(NagSOjj^) and evaporated to dryneas to yield the phenolic 
fragment (0©444 g» ) a© a yellow oil©' - '
Attenipteft_sgpap^tion. ..of phenolie
' a m m à m _ a m & m g â _ a f  '
Initial attemps at separation involved elution through an 
alumina column' (10 x 1 cm* ) prepared by mixing 12' g© of alumina 
with bengen© to form a slurry which was poured into the oolunm 
and allowed to settle before the"excess of benzene was run off©
■ The pale brown phenolic syrup (250 m g ô ) was dissolved in 
a minimum of benzene and added to the column and elution 
comienced with 1% methanol In benzene© Forty fs^actions (10 mlo) 
were collected^ each, evaporated, to small bulk and examined by 
thin layer chromatography© Fraction! contained only-one 
substance fractions 2, - 15 were ..likewise eomp.o@ed
of a single component R^ -0©68 and fractions 16 - 40 were non- 
homogeneous having distinct spots Oo68 and Do39 on thin
layer ;Chr#matography© The column was then washed with methanol 
(50 mlo) which wae collected and .-added to fractions 16 - 40 . 
which had been bulked and the resultant solution evaporated to- 
drynessp the material on thin layer chromatography showing 
t h r m  epptSo '■■ ' ■ '
A fresh column'was prepared identical to the first and- 
the material obtained from the methanol washings along with 
fraction 16 - 40 was dissolved in à minimum of benzene and put 
on t@ the ©olumsio Elution proceeded with benzene and of the
first eight fractions 1 and 2 on thin layer chromatography 
showed only one spot - Oo 85 and fractions 3 - 8 showed 
no spots© The eluant was then changed to I/o methanol in benzene 
resulting in fractions 8 '=•- l6 which also showed no spots on 
thin layer chromatography© The concentration of methanol was 
Increased to 5% and fractions 17 - 31 resulted in one spot 
Rp = Op 69 and as a result were .bulked along with fractions 2 « 
13 of previous eolumn^ evaporated't© small volume (ja - 3 mlo) 
and on standing deposited crystals of laudanidine (10 mgo)p 
m^po 184^0
With concentrated sulphuric acid the crystals gave a faint 
pink colour darkening.rapidly to purple r e d 'pm h e a t i n g ^ a n d  
a methanolle solution was rendered pale green by a drop of 
aqueous ferric chlorid©^"'^^ ^ 111® 0©0? in
Eisene)o 40 ° (e O.O? in MsOH). ^<-1^"^ s
98® (j Oo 07 in chloroform) p literature reporte 
- 99o2® (8 ' 0© 11 i n ’c h l o r o f o r m ) p  mop© 182® - l83®o
The concentration of methanol wae farther increased to
I
S and fractions 32 - 40 which had been bulked and evaporated
small volume showed tho presence of a single spot
thin layer chromatography R^ = 0©39« On-standing crystals 
of N-methylcoclaurine (eg 6 mg®) .separated ^ 66®
(@. Do 07 in- L/^©OH-)-p'  ^ - -î- 73® (c 0© 0? in chloroform) p
mopo 175®o Literature report© 69© 6® (j, 0® 83
in m„pV -i76 - 177°.
Separation of phenolic material from a further cleavage of
0 o 0-dlmethyltubocurine®esta rs» cts-rt .
The phenolic syrup(O©500 go) was dissolved in benzene
with a minimum of methanol and alumina (Oo5 go) added to the 
flask and the mixture evaporated to dryneeso The phenolic 
ayrup was adsorbed by the alumina which was then removed from 
the flask and added to the alumina column (15 go » 12 x 1 cm©) 
prepared as before© The colxmm'wa© attached to a fraetion 
collector (Locartes fitted with an automatic drop counter) 
and eluted with dry benzeneo On Investigation by thin layer 
chromatography fractions (5 ml® ) shown by this preliminary 
OTamination to be of similar constitution were then bulked and 
reduced to -small volume (ca 3 ml© ) and again examined by thin 
layer chromât©graphyo .
The variation of eluting solvent with fraction'number is 
■shown in Table XVlllg the- flnml order In whleh tto wsp®
biü.k@d together with the'number'.of constituents and théir 
respective values a r e ’presented on Table
TablelCWllloVariation of é
I 
\
vent with fraction number,
Fraction© Eluant
1
,81 - 100 
101 -  600 
601 — 675 
676 - 790
951 - 1600
1601
fa methamol in h m n z ® n @  
Benzene
I
'Qo7%~ methanol In benzene 
po 75% —do—
lo©% -do-
“îl TsOk
2o Ofo
Methanol
i) B a
Table XU£ Variation, of corwr'nents with fraction number..•srsx *CC *«#r« "SX*" ' «tv xrca VI
reTTCM»»f*6uniw*a e
Fraction
nijUTiber
Number of coiiiponents 
shown by thin-layer 
chroma tography
Rp Value
r _ «-niam Esnr_ •«*„“»**»< ««wir *■«*. * * i
1 - 298 1 0o69
299 ° 396 2 1 Oo 89 and Oo 63
397 - 703 1 0.63
706 - 950 2 Oo 89 and 0.63
931 - 1010 1 Oo 63
1011 = 1200 2 i Oo 63 and Oo3U
'
1201 - 1600 1 0o3U
1601 - 1 0.34
To another alumina column .(20 go p 1 eiBo x 20 cm*) prepared 
as previously described the phenolic syrup (Oo3 go) v/as added 
and the components separated by elutiOHo The results are 
tabulated on a similar basis to that described above« Table 
and table XXI 
Table
Fractions Rluant
1 - 3100 Benzene
3101 = 3210 Oo1% methanol in benzene
3211 - 3300 Q o 2 %  methanol in benzene
3301 - 3815 0 $ 2 ^ %  methanol in benzene
3816 - 3843 Oo3% methanol in benzene
3846 - 3902 Do33% methanol in benzene
3903 - 4016 Oo 5% methanol in benzene
4017 -
Table XXI Variation of components with fraction number«
I Fractions 
1
1 _... -...... .
Number of components 
shown by thin™layer 
chromatogra phy
Rp Value Fraeti<\7©igh
■
1 - 670 1 Oo 89 3 ^ 0
671 « 1843 1 0.69 5 mgo
1846 - 2413 2 0.89 2 0o64 7 mg.
2414 - 2810 1 Co 64 11 mg :•
2811 - 3085 X Oo 64 10 mgo
3086 - 3297 I 0.64 13
3.298 - 4016 2 Oo 64 g Oo 34 15 mg.
4017 - 1 Oo34 35 mgo
The last fractlohmhOl? deposited crystals of ,N*=^methylcoclaurlne
Attempted separation of the non-phenolie product from sodium/
■ liquid ammonia eleavag'e of Q g0^dimethy 11ubocurine.
The non-phenolic syhup (0.42 go) was placed an a neutral 
alumina column prepared by slurrying 20 g. of alumina in 1% 
methanol in benzenep the eluting solvent being of similar 
eompositioUo A series of fractions (lO ml.) were collected and 
of these the first six were shown by thin layer chromatography 
to contain only one constituent of value 0.89® These 
fractions were combinedp evaporated to small volume (ea 3 ml.) 
and on cooling yielded Op- 0-dimethyl tub ocurl ne (20 mg* ) p 
m.p. 98p (undepressed on admixture with authentic OpO^-dimetliyl- 
tubocuripe) D R^ 0.69 corresponded with Kp := 0.89 of authentic 
.material and the InfI'a-red spectrum of both materials were 
superimposable.
The remaining fractions (7 - 23) all contained two 
components as shown by thin layer chromatography.
The following adsorb©nta and eluting solvents proved 
unsatisfaatory and failed to effect a separation of the norr 
phenolic prodtet. Table X3QL1
Table o Adsorbents and eluants separation
-Adsorbent Bluant
Alumina (Camag DS-5) 10% methanol in chloroform
Neutral "/oalm Alumina 10% ethanol in chloroform
(Camag BS-5) 3:1
Neutral Woelm Alumina ether
Neutral Woelm Alumina petroleum ether (bop. 40®-60®)
Neutral Woelm Alumina benzene
Neutral Woelm Alumina benzene/ethanol
Neutral Woelm Alumina benzene/chioroform
Neutral Woelm Alumina benzene/methanol
Cleavage of phaeanthine by TOdiurn/liquid ammonia.
(a) with undiBtilled liquid ammoniao
Phaeanthlne (Oo77 go) in a solution of toluene and benzene 
(40 mlo 1:1) was added dropwis© to stirred liquid ammonia (700 mlp) 
containing a small piece of sodium and more sodium (total l^Og.) 
was added whenever the blue colour faded until the reaction was 
complete (blue colour relatively stable 1 hr.). After spontaneous 
evaporation of the amtnoniap water was added and the aqueous layer 
separated from the organic layer. The latter was washed with
h'/C>SKO/-t V>^
aqueous sodium (5%g 3 x 23 ml.) dried (NugSO^) and solvent removed 
to yield a brown syrup (0.348 g.) which on thin-layer chromatography 
showed starting material (R-p 0.9) present together with one other
' " I '
component (Rp 0.4)@ : ::
! - 
The combined alkaline solutions were carbonated with solid
i
carbon dioxide^ extracted v/ith ether (3 x 300 ml.) and the combined 
extracts dried (NagSOji^). Evaporation of the solvent yielded a
I
brown syrup which on thin-lay'er chromatography showed the presence 
of three constituents of Rp 0.95p 0.65 and 0.36^ the colour 
intensity of those of Rp values 0.95 and 0.63 being considerably 
less than that of %p =: 0.36. À solution of the brown phenolic 
syrup in benzene on'standing delposited prismatic crystals (35 mg. ) 
of N-methyl c o d a  urines» m.p. 177^ o ^ 84^ [c 0.28 in
CHCl^o Literature records - 69o6 (c 0.83 in
in. p. 176^-177^: Torn! tap Fuji ta and Mural^^^ record m.p. 137-='138p 3^g 
4-88.31^ (c Go 14 in CHGl^) for hemihydrat© and Pujita and
Mural record 138 -139 A? 4-87o 33 (c 0.11 in CHCl^)
The above experiment was repeated using dry ammonia and clean
’■'7'
sodium at -60^ and ueinp: drv ammonia and cl nan eod'îom at -30®
8^1
1* e. without an.ice-bath surrounding the reaction vessel. I: 
both eases the results obtained were identical to the first 
©xparimehto
A full analysis for carbon^ hydrogen and nitrogen .was 
completed on one quaternary compound from each eeriee of 
quaternaries prepared from the four tertiary base©® gpO-dimctfîâyl- 
tuboeurlB©£? ©urine d tubocxu^in© and Of^O-dioiethylCurixA©.
The difficulty of obtaining correct analytical values for the
quaternary salts of ourIn©g chondccurine and fuboeurine oven wh@
pure has been noted by Butcher  ^ Klhg^"^ and Faites' and
hoe© of water of cryetalliBationo
To confirm the analysis four quaternaries^ ©ne from each
scries from the quaternlBation of the four tertiary bases OpO«’
diffiothyltubo'curinep curine-g tub ©cur in© and OgO-dlmethylcurina 
were heated at 105® over phosphorue pent oxide In high vacuum to 
constant weight.
G©nf1 ram11on that the quaternary salts from ©urine and 
000-dlmethy1curln@ existed as dlhydrat@s and trihydrates respect^ 
Ivaly was ©btainedo Drying to' constant weight the quaternary 
j salts of O^O'^dimethyltubocui^’ine and tub©curlne resulted in the lasa 
of four molecules of water of crystallisation and "ÊBr©© molecules 
of water of crystallisation respectively.
Halide determination of quaternary ealta.
The ïiohr titration method waa used to determine the percenta 
halo yen. The weight of the quaternary salt used was in most case 
very small (ea 5-10 mg«) due to the limited miount of material 
available and the titre with H/50 AgHO^ was also small. These 
It/o faotore comhined to make it extremely likely that the 
experimental error incurred in the determination is greater than 
TOuid normally he tolerated «
General method of production of quaternary salts.
The tertiary hase (oa 200 mg. ) was added to the alkyl halide
(5^7 mlo) and the eolation was hr a tad at 65^ for 1 - 4  day®.
The solid which separated was collected hy filtrationo washed 
copiously vrl th e ther@ dried and weighed.
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